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Los Angeles, Calif.. Aug. 2. Ro-- ;
allegation
turning to the collateral
;tnat Clarence S. Darrow sought un-- !
lawfully to acquire evidence to be
Dar- used against the McXamaras,
row was cross examined at the resumption of his bribery trial today
concerning his relations with W. J.
Turner of Chicago.
Darrow testified that Turner was a
detective who had worked lor him in
cases
:the
in Idaho.
Darrow was then asked about sending John R. Harrington to Detroit to
gather evidence concerning the arrest
of James MeXamara in that city.
District Attorney Fredericks, said
during the forenoon recess that another effort will be made by the state
to introduce into evidence the mneh-- .
discussed stenographic report of the
jsecretly heard conversation between
'Darrow and John R. Harrington,
while the latter was acting for Oscar
Lawler, special federal prosecuter, in
the
dynamite conspiracy in-- !
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MAGDALENA BAY INCIDENT WAS CAUSE
OF SIGNIFICANT

Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. After a
three hour debate behind closed loortt,
the senate today, 51 to 4, adopted tne
Lodge resolution defining the attitude
of the United States in disapproval of
the acquisition by foreign interests
of any territory on the Western Hemisphere, which might be used as a
military or naval base or menace
"the approaches" of this country.
Before the senate had proceeded
far with the Magdalena Bay resolution

NO. 146

ACTION TAKEN TODAY

prejudicial to its safety, it is its duty
and right to intervene."
Senator Lodge said the Monroe doc- trine did not touch on the precise
point involved in the Magdalena Bay
case.
Senator Lodge added that the openins of the Panama Canal gave to Mi.gdak.na Bay an importance never lie- fore possessed as the Panama routes
pass in front of it.
Senator Cummins
the
expressed
opinion that the resolution did not
make clear the relation between a for
eign government and a foreign cor- poration.
"I do not deem it wise for the United States to say that the stock of
a corporation owning
land around
Magdalena Bay should not be held by
citizens of another country without
some relation of stockholder to their
government," said he.
Senator Cummins warned the government from taking a position from
which it might be compelled to recsJ
with chagrin and humiliation.
Mr. Stone ca'led for more infoima- lion and thereupon Senator Root niov- ed the senate consider the resolution
witnin closed doors ami a:i . jcutive
session was ordered.
As the senate proceeded
behind
c,osea aoors- many
i a demand
it0 know wnat effect m'Sht follow a
Pronouncement by the United States
at u would Suard its approaches to
iue e.ifin ul keeping ioreign corpo- rrtions from acquiring land at ad
vantageous points.
Senator Lodge declared the pro
posal was no broader than the prece- jdent followed by England when Itprb-- ,
tested against the acquisition of a
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PUBLICITY AND STRICT SUPERIYSION
ARE RECOMMENDED TO CURE PRESENT

Washington,

Aug.

EVIL

The report oft given his consent to a merger fraught

2.

the majority of the committee of the! with infinite injury to the steel indus
house of representatives directed more try and to the public alike.
than a year ago to investigate the
'The commissioner of corporations
vestigation.
United States Steel corporation was should be
SPORT
required to report to consubmitted to the house today by Rep- gress as well
as to the
ot
resentative Stanley, of Kentucky,! the United States, at suchpresident
ATTOFNEYo IN GRACE
times and
chairman
of
the
committee.
TRIAL WRANGLE OVER
upon such conditions as it may prc- WHO BOUGHT DRUGS., 1 lu' renort was signed by the chair-- j ;enue, and tlio law creating this
.,
,...
..CoCin.anvca iMmru, "Muureau should be so amended as to
It is Likely That Argument Will Be .Georgia; MeGilHeuddy, Maine; Beall, make such reports mandatory upon
Finished Today and Jury Will Then Texas and Littleton, New York, dem-ltncommissioner of corporations.
" The enormous
ocrats; Representative Garner, Massatoday, discussion began to touch so
Bring in Its Verdict.
earnings of the
Xew
chusetts;
Danforth,
York; steel corporation are due not to a deLIEUT. BECKER, ALLEGED CHIEF IN" WORLD'S GREATEST POLICE
close to government secrets that the
VouS. Michigan, and Sterling,
CONSPIRACY IX XEW YORK.
door was closed and consideration
gree of integration of efficiency not
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 2. Counsel for roisrepublicans, dissented from the possessed by its competitors, but to
went on in executive session.
Ope Grace on trial accused of
Represenia-chargethe ownership of ore reserves out of
Senator Lodge, ca'ling up the resohaving attempted to kill her husband, rel)ort of the majority.
submitted his individual all proportion to its
tlve
Sterling
for
had
state
that
the
the
to
which
record
framed
is
lawyers
output or requirelution,
YORK
in their ;Views in a minority report and Rep- - ments and to the control and operawilfully withheld evidence
with which the United
disapproval
dis- - tion of common
.
democrat,
.
.
.....
nmBn.i,fin
,;, re sentntivefromLittleton,
ti,
...v..
a . a a.m.
...v.
carriers, divisions of
States would view the acquisition by
wv.mrwvm.KM uRV
the recommendations of rates, and the liberal allowances obar- - senting
while
Mrs.
Grace's
were
the
on
lawyers
of
interests
property
foreign
the
for
amendment
of
the
majority
tained from other concerns through
guing today for her acquittal.
Western Hemisphere, which might
t
law, filed hi? inequitable and inordinate terminal
to the medicine
with Sherman
Referring
eventually become military or naval
toNew lork Aug. 2
over
Jack
and
the gate
started
YUutey
leaped
allowances.
whicn the
The business of produccontemlerI views.
)roseclltion
bases, declared its passage was in the
Lewis, one of the four men accused ward the tram.
Suddenly their eyes M
Representatives Gardner and Dan- - tion and transportation should be ab,lp.
hns,,nm,
f.rfirp
hpr
HrlIpli
interest of peace.
of shooting down the gambler, Her- - fell on several headquarter detectives
fo,.e gnP gllot lljnlj 1hp attorney lor forth will unite in another minority solutely separate and distinct, and no
"The committee on foreign relations
Hum nuaciiLiicii, ucgau u uiuu ucgicc who nau ueen seiu across me river hp flpfpncp ciirt-"TIipv lnvn tvtod report which Representative Yorng industrial concern should be permitbelievid it wise that the United States
'llis onn fill(1- ted to own or
grilling today to glean further infor- - to assist Detective Harvey, and they to convey the idea that she planned to wi" s'Bn aml a(Id to
operate an interstate
should not let a situation arise in
mgs as to the facts surrounding the carrier.
iiiaiion mui wouiu corroooraie ine s unK nacK inr.o t ie station.
i, i,i r,,.ni.,,.
which it night be necessary to urge
confessions of "Bald Jack" Rose, Har-- !
Lieutenant Becker still remains non- who was nt their heck :,nd enll organization and operation of the
"The attorney general or the United
a friendly nation to withdraw when
ry vellon, and "Bridgie" Webber, that communicative,
knew he bought himself, and which 8tef' corporation.
States and his subordinates should
that nation could not do so without
The
of
the majority deals not be
Lieutenant Becker sought the death
report
iu an ijmjHiiuiis ne replies: i nave imey Knew ne uougnt. we n:id to
permitted to exercise an abn!humiliation," he said.
real
Rosenthal
LphMs. whose
to say.
He reads everything troduce the evidence that he bought with the steel trust from its inception solute discretion as to the institution
and describes the various steps by
n,a:ne is Krank Seenshue. was nick- - in the newspapers in connection with it."
"What is the real meaning of this
or proceedings under the act of July
which J. P. Morgan and his associates
resolution as it affects the Monroe
ed up yesterday on the station
Jo'd
the case.
1, 1800, known as the Sherman antiArgument will be finished today and
built
the
In
addition
up
corporation.
asked Senator Cummins,
form at
eischmans, N Y., just as
trust act, or other acts prohibiting
"Whitey" Lewis was arraigned be-- ! the jury will retire to make up its to
recommendations
.
for legislation combinations in
"is it an extension or further applica-'he was aDout to take a train for the fore a coroner, charged with firing a verdict.
restraint of trade.
suggested as remedial, the democrat- The
tion of the principle."
west
Lewig wag Drought t0 tnis shot which caused Rosenthal's death.
parties injuriously affected by
ic
members
of
the
make
committee
The proceedings were brief and the
such combinations should have accity today by Detective Harvey.
"The declaration rests on a much
general accusations against the men cess to the courts
SCHOOL OF AMERICAN ARThe trip to this city was without case was adjourned until Tuesday,
and the benefit of
broader and older ground than the
for
the
responsible
organization.
CHAEOLOGY PROGRAM.
incident until the train drew into the The prisoner said his real name was
Monroe doctrine," replied Senator
J. P. Morgan and his associates are adequate and sufficient remedies for
Wee Hawken terminal.
There a band Frank Muller, but refused to give his
combinaThis resolution rests on the
Lodge.
held up as being the beneficiaries of wrongs indicted by such
S1X or seven Laft Slde
Palace of the Governors.
ganSsters address
generally accepted principle that every
enormous profits realized from the tions."
The legislation recommended y the
nation has a right to protect its own
over capitalization and matter of the
l
Today's Program, Aug, 2nd.
u
Knfetv and if it fppls that thp nnsses- k.
majority consisted of three bills.
itself.
corporation
2:30.
Illustrated lecture on
sion of any given harbor or place is of Morocco.
as
E. H. Gary and his dinners One of them, commonly known
Monuments of the Aztecs," by X to Judge
steel manufacturers are credited the Brandeis bill is designed to give
X with a
Director E. L. Hewett.
SOLD
scheme by which prices and an injured party the right to institute
S 8:00. Illustrated lecture on X territory were controlled
suit to prevent the organization of a
by the steel
"The Snake Dance at Walpi by X trust after
combination in restraint of trade.
were
pooling agreements
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 2. The
i T. H. Parkhurst.
X discarded.
This bill also transfers the, burden of
G!
largest timber sale the government
The Green Corn Dance at San- - X
proof to the defendant corporation
Former
inPresident
Roosevelt
ever made under one contract
and
to show that it is a combination withto Domingo, by Director E. L. X
dicted
for
the
control
of
the in
making
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Hewett.
X
restraint of trade."
pamphlet form and distributed broad- the largest Sugar pine belt operation
steel trust absolute and is charged Tl,rt "reasonable
V
l.Ml
,.
X with
y
""
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. Ques- cast over the country as a campaign in California was consummated yes-for
tp"
being
the
responsible
gigantioned by Medill McCormick of Chi- text book.
been
has
before
terday when 800,000,000 feet of pine
long
.
v.
pending
Saturday's Program, Aug. 3rd. X
Ott,-i,
congress, having been introduced by
President Taft did not meet the 'umber in the Sierra Forest reservo j
2:;',0. illustrated
cago, one of the managers of Colonel
lecture on X tained
Senator LaFollette and RepresentaRooseve't's campaign, as to its atti- live issues in his speech accepting iri Madera county was bought by the
"Monuments of the Aztecs," by X
The United States steel corporation tive Lenroot.
tude toward the Colonel's candidacy, the republican nomination, said Col. Sierra Sugar Pine company, recently
X
Director E. L. Hewett.
flayed as an enemy of organized laCOMPROMISE MEASURE PRACTICALLY
Another bill would provide that "no
x 8:00. Illustrated lecture on X bor,
republican members of the Illinois del- Roosevelt today. The colonel said organized by San Francisco capi tai- accused of lowering the sociolog- ists.
who is engaged as an individthe
a
was
conservain
house
Gerspeech
Taos
the
of
negative,
X
San
and the Feast
egation
today, engaged
PROVISIONS
OF ONE'J
ical conditions of its employes and of person
ual or as a member of a partnership,
each other in conversation
X
among tive document which failed to catch
onimo, by T. II. Parkhurst.
to
American industry of as a director or
the spirit of the times.
VETOED
other officer, or
PRESIDENT
ONLY FEW
themselves or making reply.
WILSON WILL NOT
workmen and work metihods
XXXXXX.XXXXXX contributing
an employe of a corporation,
in the
TENNESSEE
FOR
R.
T.
RESIGN
GOVERNORSHIP
and
Many refused to comment, but Re,)
to
the
best
foreign
interests
MONTHS AGO
business, in whole or in part, of manSMALL DEFICIT IN
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 2. The first!
DURING HIS CAMPAIGN
of labor.
resentative Rodenburg answered as
U. S. TREASURY NOW.
ufacturing or selling railroad cars or
follows: "Medill McCormick, I regard convention of the progressive party
Principal stockholders of the steel locomotives or railroad rails or strucin Ttnnessee this afternoon determin
abI
as
as
your inquiry
impertinent
He Will Hold Onto His Job Until He TWENTY NINE PER
corporation are accused of exerting a tural
ed to p!ace a state ticket in the field.
and selling coal,
steel,
de- solutely deny your right to interrogate
Washington. D. C, Aug. The
powerful and
influence on shall act as mining
Knows Whether He Can Land BigWIN.
a direc'or or other officer
HAINES
licit of the federal treasury at the end ti,e business ofinjurious
any republican candidate as to his atUnited
the
Interests
ger One Tax Problem
reBoise, Idaho, Aug. 2. Belated
CENT IS ACCEPTED of the first month in the new fiscal means of control exercised States by or employe of any rafroad company
titude."
Him Deeply,
through
turns
from
election
conducts an interstate comprimary
Tuesday's
nonOthers of the delegation were
(jear Mb ,4o,ia. ine congression- - interlocking directorates of railway which
in favor of John M. Haines
run
still
merce business."
al
in
delay
committal.
passing the deficiency and 'and industrial organizations.
for republican gubernatorial nominee,
The third bill is intended to hit at
Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. .2. Governor
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. scna - supply bills decreased the expenses
The activitv of the cornoration
TO GET AN OFFICIAL BALLOT.
in
uui ille,iUS vi ram ciagbione reiuse Wilson said today he would not re- - tor bimmons, representing tne Dem-j0- f
the government nearly $8,000,000 politics is laid bare and its influence the system of interlocking directorJefferson City, Mo., Aug. 2. Mem- to
J ates and would separate industrial
.
alliance ,in the senate!, - mmnaro,! with
a
of New Jersey
,t Lnc
ti,H "
rioaeHi10,i
bers of the progressive party in Mis eu concede Haine's election.
...v. T,.iu
uw "o vo
oLeri unbi as a
10 piace a siaie ticnet in neia. Alter iD
tariff beneficiary and its part in the from railroad business.
during ujs campaign for tne presi- - aim ttepreseniatives unuerwoou, oein
souri began to plan today to get the
ocratic leader of the house, today
The effort of the committee to mas...
inname of the proposed state candi- ir.e progressive state convention today jency.
making of the
dates of the third party on the official had nominated a candidate for gover
Wilson ts keenly interest- reached an agreement to frame a; I till UHY llM lUNuKCOO act are touched unnn hv thp ,io,. ter the moves of the financiers who
Governor
was a bolt by those opposconceived and organized the steel corcrats.
ballot.
The secretary of state has nor, there
ed in the prospective reports of the compromise wool bill similar to that
course.
this
ing
Alleging road roller committee
ruled that he will not order the third
tax prob- President Taft vetoed last summer.
The committee recommends Iegis- - poration resulted in a mass of figures
SENATE.
the
X,
investigating
Met at 11 a. m.
x; lauon to cure trust evils and to meet which showed enormous
party candidates put on the ballot as, methods, they held a convention and lem and the efficiency of state affairs A meeting of the wool tariff confer-- ;
profits to
ees will be held tonight.
those who were interested.
the law provides that all candidates!""".;
in New Jersey and pr0minent demo- Magdalena Bay resolution con X existing conditions.
It
the
condemns
Reso
on
Conferees
the iron and steel bill,
utions were adoptFrom Julian Kennedy, an engineer,
for elective offices shall be nominated! committee.
sidered in executive session.
x! steel corporation but does not invade
cratg haye asked him not tQ forgake
which is expected to pass botih houses
"UUOC,c.L.
i"'-- "s
at a primary election. The electoral
Military affairs committee re- - X the jurisdiction 'of the United States the committee traced the development
Mg offlce uness capd tQ ft highel.
before night, proceeded in accordance
LOUISIANA IN LINE.
ticket can be nominated by petition.
ported army appropriation bill. X court in which there Is now pending !of t,,p National Tube company, a snb- one,
urogram, inev,
wilii ine
2. SupNO LIVES LOST IN
New Orleans, La., Aug.
Attorney General Wickersliam X a government suit for its dissolution. ' sidiary of U. S. Steel, by J. Pierpont
....c
au
uuvciuur
to
i.im
senate
amendments
t0
agree(1
before
THIS CLOUDBURST. porters of Colonel Roosevelt met here tion to the
interstate commerce com- - X
Early in its report the committee Morgan. He told tv committee that
organization of the nation- tio house bil) except that for repeal- mission favored greater right of X sets forth that it would investigate he Investigated the condition of the
Reno, Xev., Aug. 2. With subsiding today formally to organize the pro al democratic committee.
the Canadian reciprocity act.
of waters in Seven Trough canyon, fol- gressive party in Louisiana and to
from deci- - X;"as if no proceeding on the part of tube trade and found-tha- t
appeal for shippers
the "actual
Senator Simmons will move that
He spent nearly an hour writing his
sions of interstate commerce X the United States government
of those plants did not exceed
lowing yesterday's cloudburst above name delegates to the Chicago con
werejva'ue
abandon
the
senate
the
could,
as
as
he
own
name
reciprocity
rapidly
com mission.
the camp which sent a wall of water vention.
Xjnow pending against said corporation. Ulfi.OOO.on'o and that the owners were
r
He said he hoped to sign nearly every amendments and will have the
HOUSE.
X out not for the purpose of determin-- demoralized and disheartened."
ten fA,et high down over the same
The
that passed from his office.
port of democrats ind progressives in
Met at 11 a. m.
X:ing the questions involved in the ac- - committee comments on this situapath so disastrously swept two weeks
action.
that
X
tion
brought by the government.
Majority Stanley steel report X
tion as follows:
ago, so far as now known, no lives
The government's suit is to discov- The compromise on the wool bill X presented
X
were lost.
TS
It is impossible for aulXXXXXXXXXXXX3tX'
"Undismayed by this dismal prosULiJVU.
X will be on the basis of 29 per cent X
Underwood
Leader
WILL BE A SUCCESS.
agreed X er if the United States steel corpora--' pect, J. P. Morgan & Co., with an amtomobiles to get through this morning
X d:it7 on raw wool instead of 20 per X with senate democrats on coni- - X t:on is "in violation of th
Kti nrmnn
to report up to 10:30 a. m.
azing audacity, launched this new
t
ner V promise wool bill.
it X cent as in the (house bill and
X
Hl.i Aug. 2. A warning x
law."
indications
From
Chicago,
present
$19,000,000 monopoly on
its course
to
the substation of the that
The loss
bill.
lunin
X
as
cent
;
LaFollette
X
Cotton tariff bill called up.
the
X; In summing up its conclusions the with a total
something must be done to pro-- x seems as though the initial
of $S0,000,-00capitalisation
Truckee General Electric company at tect the
43
On yarns the LaFollette rate of
X
Public buildings and grounds X majority report says:
Men's X
cattle
cheon of the Business
industry in the
and
as
received
compensation
the Blucstone mine at Moson, which United States inraising
cent and the house rate of 30 per X committee
order to prevent fur.
"The control of corporations by the securities of this concern
Lunch Club of the Chamber of X
agreed to include X
aggregating
was struck by lightning and totally ther reduction in the volume of cattle $
$750,000 for memorial ampithea- X federal government, as reeoniniem'pd
be held at X cent 'wil1 De compromised at 33 per
will
which
Commerce,
$
$20,000,000."
to
The damage
burned is $15,000.
On
cent.
made
fcnitiv
In
in
Mr.
raised
and a consequent further ad-- j
next
Ta
tre
bv
tniblic
clothing,
ready
Arlington
the Palace hotel at 12:15 Mon- X
Representative Beall of Texas made
the territory in the vicinity of Tono-pa- h vance in beef prices, was voiced here
women's dress goods andi the
X ers, is not approved,
building bill.
day wi1 be one of grand sac- - X fabrics,
a study of the Gary dinners' influences
Junction from the cloudburst is yesterday by Charles S. Jones, and
of 55 peris
rate
LaFollette
the
like,
"The
abuses
X
he
mentioned
retihis
in
cess.
The
secretary reports
on the steel trade.
He wrote that
limited to the destruction of trackage other officials of the Chicago live x
the house rates ranging;
port can in a great measure be rente- received twenty acceptances al- - X cent and
of the report which
deals
portion
of Nevada and California Railroad for stock exchange.
com:
35
50
to
cent
will
be
from
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died
by giving to the operations of the with them.
v most as goon as tne letter was x
on them
comment
His
live miles.
cent.
49
at
Underwood
or
Leader
per
the state legislatures
ijority
"Congress
expressed United States steel corporation and fol'ows:
Kpnt nllt invftine memberB to at X promised
must enact legislation soon for the
other like corporations the widest
On combed wool and tops the La-- , his expectation of passing it.
CONFESSION OF FAITH.
X
X tend.
"Accepting the dinner of January,
Xew publicity, and by the strict enforce-bousOyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 2 Colonel protection of cattle raising in this X The Palace Hotel will have a X I'ollette Tate of 40 per cent snd the' Representatives Payne of
1911, as fairly typical ot th$ rest and
- York, Lenroot of Wisconsin;
comof
30
ment
of
be
Roosevelt's "confession of faith" to country or the cattle market will be- X cracker-jacwill
rate
of
cent
Hill,
laws
per
specifically inhibiting
of a luncheon ready X
con- - Connecticut,
and Minority Leader the employment ot cunning devices the things said and done there as
be made in Chicago next week, is a come dangerously tight," said Mr.
If you X promised at 32 per cent. The
X to serve right on time.
Jones.
Mr.
'Mann
Underwood
takes
same
by which an unfair advantage over fairly representative of the things
protested that
speech in Which he says he
should X ferees in the wool hill are the
said and done at the others, we think
"Laws should be passed that would X wish to attend this you
led by LaFollette and! was seeking to "railroad'' the bill competitors is secured.
more interest than any other he has
as
last
The bureau
year,
in your acceptance to the X
Underwood. The iron through the house and Mr. Mann! of corporations possesses the authori-an- the conclusion is irresistable that
delivered. If the national progressive prohibit the slaughtering" of young X send
Representative
X
once.
steel revision bill, upon which a characterized the attempt as "an ex- - ty to thoroughly investigate the inter- - the Gary dinners were instituted as
convention is to nominate him and cows and calves in order to further X Chamber of Commerce at
uu
a.
mc.uuc.o
a means of conveying to the entire
uUl
ticktheir
a
the
ends."
between
to
with
the two niDitton on autocratic authority. nai affairs of industrial concerns
rup,0
fina,
go
breeding
agreen)ent
adopt platform,
X of the Chamner or commerce out
it was agreed to end de- - ing an interstate business. Had the steel and Iron industry information as
ail
et, he said, lie wishes to have his
or(Jere(j proposes
waf)
houges
X who ought to be should
attend. X average
GENERAL BALDWIN DIES.
views known in detail beforehand, so
cnaracter of the steel corporation to what the attitude of the United
duty on aU classeg ot lm. bate at 5 o'clock and vote.
X
N. B. For those who are timid X
t
The disagreement of the conferees and the nature and extent of its op- States Steel Corporation was upon the
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 2.
of about 22 per cent as com- that the convention may act in
of full knowledge of his position. General John M. Baldwin, one of Cal- X about accepting for fear too X pare( with an average under the on the senate reciprocity amendment erations been known to the people questions of output and prices and of
law in 1911. of about was reported to tihe house by Chair- and to the president of the United impressing upon all engaged in the
It is expected Colonel Roosevelt'B ifornia's earliest pioneers- and a mem- X much champagne will be served, X , Pavne-Aldricman Underwood and that body imme- States at the time of the absorption industry thatlt was the part of wisspeech will be of much influence in ber of the personal staff of General X the secretary authorizes us to X 34 per cent.
The house resumed consideration ol diately sent the bill back to the sen- of the Tennessee Coal and Iron Co., dom and prudence to govern them- shaping the new party's platform, and Lee during the civil war, died todav X say that it hag been stricken X
if ita principal provisions are incor- at the home of his sister-in-laMrs. X from the menu.
the cotton revision bill to reduce du - ate with the request that It be drop it is highly Improbable that the chief
executive would In 20 minutes have
(Continued on Page Five.)
porated the speech will be printed In Janet Baldwin. He was 83 years old. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ties- approximately 21 per cent. Ma ped
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The Little Store jSDecifiC.BlOOll.POlSOni
'
'

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

1NTE
ALL

the

CASH

PURCHASES.

It begins
Specific Blood Poison Is the most Insidious of all diseases.
evidence of its presence,
usually by a tiny sore which, is the only outward
But down in the blood the treacherous poison is at work and in a short
ul- time its chain of symptoms begin to crop out. The mouth and throat
the
the
on
ulcers
sores
and
body,
break
appear
out,
skin
cerate,
eruptions
the hair comes out. Mineral
glands in the groin swell, and sometimes
nf- nurp Snerifio 15100(1 Poison:
thev
only shut the disease up in the system to smolder
and await an opportunity of breaking out afresh.
i it
mi
The oniv possible way to cure the disease is 10 re- the Serms from the blood. S. S. S. goes into
(F 1 raovecirculation
tf
and removes the last trace of the in- I
the
tones
fectious
virus,
up the stomach, bowels, kid- 1
fefeva teay
a11
and
Portions o tlle system, and thus makes
jMmmmmmmwmmxJ
EeJTS
a perfect ana lasting cure. JS. e. B. is niaae enuiciyof roots, herbs and barks; it does not contain a par1i nrm fill rlnior
Thousands
have cured themselves of Specific Blood Poison by the use of S.S.S. It will
cure you if you w ill give it a trial. Special Home Treatment book and any
medical advice free.
Tfl SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
ii

Always the Leader

CERY

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH
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Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

mand.
The furnishings and equipment ot
The Albany Hotel new building are
superior to anything in the way of
hotel furnishings ever seen in Denver before, the patterns being especially designed by Mr. Button him- elf, nothing like it ever having been
attempted before.
The new promenade and the Com- plexion Garden, which is the name
of the principal cafe has already
made a great hit with the Denver
people and it can only be seen to lie
appreciated. The many social fune-- j
tions already booked for the fall and
winter months is ample proof that
the Denver public has passed its ap
proval upon what The Albany has accomplished in the last few months.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
PALACE.
E. W. McKenzie, Ft. Stockton.
H. W. Dow, Roswell.
Frendling, Athens, O.; H. R.
and wife, El Paso.
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown, City.
E. J. Bates, Roswell.
L. R. Faville, Las Vegas.
H. T. Herring, Las Vegas.
F. R. Frankenberger, Espanola.

NEWS OF THE STATE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Mcdonald, new

town.

The town of McDonald began this
The post office opened for
week.
business Tuesday morning with a nice
bunch of mail and the carrier was
loaded from King with some less mail.
They have one stoe which handles
groceries exclusively and one up to
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
store.
date dry goods and grocery
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages They expect to build a little town and
we have no stones, to throw. Plain-vieHerald.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

while.

To perform

the deed would

require a nerve and courage worthy
ol a better cause and a better result.
Some one in Silver City has a strong

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
AT

BUSINESS

J. Frankenberger, Espanola.
Majorie Frankenberger, Espanola.
Arthur Frankenberger, Espanola.
Theo. Espe, City.

PRICES

LITTLE

I

SOUR WAY

OF DOING

BUSI-

C.

liking for wild cats. for the gentleman
went out to Sunnyside Sanatorium
Friday night and carried off Averil
Of
course
Creb's pet wild cat.
Crebs is very angry to think that some
miscrant would steal that cat just
when, at the cost of no little hide, he
had gotten the animal "broke." The
evidence that the feline was stolen is
The spring snap on the
conclusive.
chain is still in good working order,
and footprints which led to the place
show that the thief came on foot. Any
one who will catch the wild cat and
return it alive to its owner will be rewarded. Silver City Independent.

NESS.
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

F. R. Crandall, City.
H. E. Kimmel, DuQuoin, 111.
G. F. Miegald, Silverton, Colo.
J. L. Chaves, Albuquerque.
Morgan D. Lloyd, Los Angeles.

BUSINESS

OUR

IS

SOON

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE

BUSI-

NESS.

MONTEZUMA.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

A. C. Koch, City.
RETIRES.
Phone 14
If Its Hardware We Have It-D. C. Collier, San Diego.
Phone 14.
so
has
who
ably
J. W. Campbell,
Santa Fe.
V.
C.
3nson,
'and
since
creditably edited the Sun
Phone Black
Phone Black
L. H. Gibson, Tesuque.
the change of ownership, tells us he
J. A. Quiglcy, Laniy.
will likely retire about August 1st,
W. H. Rhodes, St. Louis.
not
did
land as to his future plans he
A. J. Loomis, City.
He is not m thi
declare himself.
L. J. Amhs, Los Angeles.
best of health, and xe trust the rest
Eddie F. Byrne, Denver.
I : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
b h
GREAT LAW.
Our best wishes
will do him good.
Airs. F. W. Wallace, Muscogee.
like-I
S are with him. C. H. Meeker will
Dawson Coal
A case that attracted some attenJ. Sams,' New York.
Iola
CORONADO.
ly succeed him as editor, and the tion was tried this week before the
Sawed Wood
El
Joe MorDr. H. R. Shannon, Alamosa.
policy of the paper will remain about local justice of the peace.
the same as heretofore. Tucumcari rison, of Shoemaker, was arrested for
P. B. McCoy, Alamosa.
N'ews.
It was shown that the
Esquipulo Jiron, Pojoaque.
trespass.
Roman Gallegos, Las Vegas.
ground he trespassed upon was on a
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
IT LOOKED FIERCE.
S. A. G. Smith, Estancia.
road through the land of Sacramento
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
On Monday night a fierce looking Baca, and which had been ordered
SECRET FILE IS UNEARTHED.
c:oud was seen approaching from the opened by the county commissioners
northwest and anoher almost equal and upon which the road supervisor
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 2. a
The clouds was working.
south.
deso
from
the
lv
file kept by the Western Sugar
The
secret
however,
jury,
All Kinds
Building
seemed to circle and met in the heads cided that, although the county com- Refining company was the subject of
o' the canons between the Animas missioners ordered the road opened, the interrogation of William H. Han-InaDoors, Red
and San Juan rivers, and from the it was a trespass for any citizen to
secretary ot that company, at
the
of
goIfard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
mesa there appeared to be a cloud use this road. In other words our !the hearing here today
but it was evidently a terrific county officials are elected as figure- vernment's suit against the American
burst,
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
After H had passed on heads only. Great interpretation of Sugar Refining Company. He admit-- !
hail storm.
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
over a most delightful and badly the law, but what can we do. Such ted that a secret file was kept by 'the
in-- !
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
needed rain visited our valley for the action will hold this state back more company, in order to keep certain
Policies at Lowest Rates.
rest of the evening and lasted on into than we can tell. An appeal was formation from clerks, and bookkeenone
pers,
withheld
had
he
said
but
Democrat.
San
Juan
taken to the district court, where, of
the night.
!of the correspondence sought by the
course, justice will be done, but it
He was questioned close-- j
H
A LITTLE HIGH.
puts Morrison to unnecessary expense government.
to the absence of letters and
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Oras
ly
-to
Mound
get justice. Wagon
At the last special meeting of the
which the government at- chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
telegrams
city council we are informed arrangePHONE 85 MAIN.
torneys believed to exist.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
ments were made by his honor, the
For Full Information Call,
BEAR GETTING GAY.
mayor, to have the city engineer forFRECKLE-FAC- E
W. Whiteman, returned Saturday
mulate plans for a $173,000 'water sysfor Raton. When we consider this from a ten day's camping and fishing
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD tem
bluff on the part ot the administra- trip, with several other parties in the New
Remedy That Removes Freckles
SAWED WOOD
tion will cost the city anywhere from Red River country.
or Costs Nothing.
COAL
CORD WOOD
Mr. Whiteman stated Saturday ev- $1,500 to $2,000 before it is called, it
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Fac- e
seems to be a rather expensive bluff, ening that bear are quite numerous to
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
try a new remedy for freckles with
And in that country, ard the predatory the guarantee of a reliable dealer that
from the citys point of view.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
besides, we don't Hiow whether the animals are doing nvich damage to it will not cost you a penny unless it 1
city can really afford it or not there cattle and sheep, and that several removes the freckles, while if it does
has been no financial statement for sheep herders have been run out of give you a clear complexion, the exmoons. Raton their camps by the beasts, who are pense is trifling.
of
many months
very vicious.
Range.
Simply get an ounce of othine douWhen Mr. Whiteman left the camp We strength, from your druggist and
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHon his way home, the other members one night's treatment will show you
IN BUSHEL BASKETS.
of the
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoHarvey McCoy shipped early peach- of the party, took out on the trail of how easy it is to rid yourself
Successor to
es the first of the week through the the bear, following the trail for a homely freckles and get a beautiful
rtant part. The grandfather would
He received long distance, when all traces 'were complexion. Rarely is more than one
Gibson Fruit company.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
of the ounce needed for the worst case.
50c per box.
What early peaches lost from the whereabouts
be amazed at the radiance of the moddouble
the
beast.
to
for
sure
Be
ask
is
box
a question.
will bring by the
FIRST-CLAS- S
ern home and why all this light? To
Charles Lodge, one of the members strength othine, as this is the only
The Gibsons are trying to get the
of
sold
under
guarantee
make the home more homelike to make
growers to pack peaches In bushel of the party returned to this City prescription
remove
to
fails
if
back
it
and
stated
money
tha
that
Sunday
will
evening
claimed
is
Also First-Clas- s
this
that
baskets.
It
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
do away with wrapping
and that party had not found the bear when freckles.
noon.
he
left
the camp on' Saturday
more undersized peaches can be put
for father, mother and children. Good light
310 Sao Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
The bear in that part of the cou-tr- y
The
in a basket than into a box.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
are quite plentiful, and many o MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH.
SANTA FE, N. M.
baskets cost 22 cents we understand.
rethe
and
stockmen
are
A movement to pack apples in barsheepmen
desired.
Form rly Known as Windsor Ranch,
The grower? porting heavy losses, as the result of
rels is also on foot.
N. M. (PECOS RIVER),
COWLES,
should look thoroughly into the merits these beasts of prey interfering with
and demerits of these various modes their livestock. Cimarron News.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
San
of
Juan
fruit.
County
packing
STAGE LIN E Index.
Huntinsc, Fishing a place where sportsmen
THE OPENING OF THE ALBANY may
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
take their families.
Clean, pleasant
rooms, tine table and service. Games, camp
HOTEL NEW FIRE PROOF
From
fires, posloffice and store. Write for booklet.
ANNEX.
La Salle
STUNG.
BARRANCA
TAOS
The new fire proof annex of The RITZHEIMER & MATTY, Props.
The
because
Raton
weeps
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Albany Hotel, which has been under
Meets Both North South this office was Range
stung by a political or-- construction for the last
eight months
II.
Telephone
Well, it will never get was
ganization.
Bounds Trains.
opened most auspiciously on the NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of stung again. Business is business evening of
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
July 14th. While the
IS QUITE SO
the north bound train and arrives at and there are dead beats in every exact date and hour of the opening
Regular Meals 25 cents.
EXPRESS LINE.
in
in
all
ttie
every of the new fire
professions,
party,
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
annex
had
not
as to touch the button and
proof
work of life. If we were all saints,
been announced and had been kept a
Short Orders at All Honrs.
Ten miles shorter than any other
is ready to cook your
Phone Red 161.
newspapers would be unnecessary, In secret, nevertheless, six hours after
way. Good covereo hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
if we were all saints thousands Its
room was occupied, Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams fact,
every
opening
iron ready to use, your toasted
of newspaper men would lose their
french Noodle Order TOc a dlsn,
and the house has been well filled
furnished commere'-a-l men to take In
But
men
be
would
the
vacujobs.
Kew York Chop Suey 50c the
Range
ready for the hurried breakfast, your
surrounding towns. Wire E.nbudo kept on the list. The Range is a ever since that time.
The
fact that each room contains
Station.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
good paper. The good old days when !a
private bath with rates from fl.50
cool the heatone could get out a paper on a WashE
ready to cleanse, fan ready to
to $4.00 per day, Is accountable for
do
will
ington foandpress, with the aid of a :the
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
saw and considerable elbow grease, so supply of rooms being exhausted
at
reasonable
The fact is The Albany
it
furnish
We
quickly.
rates,
for
you.
never
to
return. Raton is now able to
have gone,
supply nearly every
Estimates and full inforaad
Reporter.
n:ght
day
one of its
with a room with
HON. J. W. CAMPBELL

j

45

LEO HERSCH

Toro

PORTLAND CEMENT

45
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Why Import Mineral Water

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

i

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard

?

at

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

of

Materials.
and White Cedar Fence Posts

Screen

C

lPITAL

Seal

FRANK M. JONES,

Capi,aS"Bld-

REAL ESTATE

coal yard

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM

j

i

LIGHT

SIZES.

THE STAR BARN
LIVERY

1

IN

RIGS.

J. R. CREATH,

POWER

WQODY'S

Restaurant

TO

j

j

NOTHING

JULIUS

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'TheWestPoinl

of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.

u

If'- -

'l

ml

Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley,3,T00Jeetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooea air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated
address,

1(1.

JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

THE WAY KLINEFELTER FELT.
Besides the rain, we have had other
troubles this week.
It seems that When a New Mexico
editor gets stinkin rich he thinks he
must have more room.
And so it happened that H. P. White,
D. Stratton and M. N. Davis appear-- j
ed at Progress office early this week
armed to the teeth with saws and
hammers and stated in a determined
tone of voice, their fixed purpose to
convert a pile of lumber which Ed
Hackerott had left on our back lot
some days before, into a 12x16 addi-- I
tion to our printing office.
We agreed to let them go ahead
provided they did the work and let
us do the gruntin and heavy standing
around.
This seemed satisfactory and they
have been working on the job, be--j
tween showers, ever since. Obar
Progress.
STOLE A WILD CAT.
may steal a purse and get
only trash, but the individual who
will steal a real live wild cat ought to
have something on his hands that
would keep him busy for quite a
A man

patrons
private bath, and tihe rooms1 rated at $1.50 and $2.00 per day are In
constant demand, but no doubt as
soon as the tourist season is over The
Albany will have sufficient number
of rooms with bath to supply the !e--

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that lie
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of OXB HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case
of
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRAXK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence this 6th day of December, A. D., 1SS6.
A. W. GLEASOX,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
"Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

I

The Tailor

Will clean, press, repair

mation cheeer fully given.

SANTA FEWATER & LIGHT CO.

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 221.

Goods Called for

and Delivered.

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francis

NOW

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,

co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
NW
SW1-4- ,
and W
4
S
SE
Section 23, Township 21
SW
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before- Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
Telephone
MANUEL R. OTfcRO,
1--

2

IS THE TIME to

AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.
specialty.

2

-

J.F.RHOADS
104Galisteo Street

Register.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all ol
the time and works for tie upbuilding of our new Stat.

157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N.

1ft

It will not pay you to wast your
tiem writine out your legal torm
when you can get them already print
ed at th New Mexican Printing
Company.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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Physician's Report oa
ft'edicfae

rf3tcni2i

Yti"flerc;;"c3i3

A!ht: tivi'

in
SOVptmI r'Ms of lv''rn'tit;tr pllll s nf the
rv tiiiM'.
!'"'k, Willi t'MM'lltilt rosiihs
rs-- .l

Romp Pope Pius, in Hie near future, imy t:ike a hrnd in correcting
t lie
penchant of Latin American
to indulge in revolutions.
Tile step he is declared to have in
mind will be only part of a V)rk lie
lias just undertaken for improving
lhe conditions of the poorer classes
in Central and South America. This
work was initiated by the issuance of
sn encylclical to all Central and South
American bishops calling; on them for
special efforts to better the condition
of Indians.
at
This encyclical, it is declared
the Vatican, will soon he followed by
another to
bishops,
nunzios ami apostolic
archbishops,
delegates to vise their best efforts toward educating the people away from
the idea of revolution, which the Pope
deems large'y responsible for the misery of the poor.

III

'!!

nlsc

H

'(

iI

111''

'".

ft

it only until site ( .Mild nr- !o i'in'r;i!".l. iilll in
ri'iue
! i '
t
:i n
v:ia tint in1
opfr:ttii':i
ii'Mt..
iiiir rt"'orl :tri 'ust u
Vtm know tr.v f:iiik in it."
nf
in nth-t- r
i:k!!i;tn s Ali'Tii'ivc is ctTc-tiv- '
forms. UtNu! vv Mrs. ('.nrvin snys;

jntto

on

I.ViIm

jiiULJ

Mrhv

:
I liavf tr:nu."tl twenty-tw'(
;Uh! Ui.v I:t'V
'ouii'is yidre !;ist I'clu'U:'
Sin- - is imw four
is hi ih ri'i'ct lti:iltli.
i hiiM
I' Mitti-- j uM.
Wvi wail in'- sine-imn- i
to s'io !mw I w.inl'l !rnf
m
I
!(itil'.
inn n i w fining nil my work,
li
siii'-- '
lie
'U
s)m' was four weeks
ever
tv
(iM. ainl 1 ;nn
'alniit'j. I do1
nr raise anylhtiiff at si
not eoii-'- h
"
heU.-vuiv lunir (nuiM1 is
MWnt MUS. M. II. fJAUVlN.
Khw)
Note 'Mrs. !arvin is iho mother of seven HiiMren
in llrmi-chi- t
Kfknii'ii'rf Alteiv'ive U eflV.-tivI lav
and
I'ever: Thr-'ais, Astlnna.
I
n
lhe
ml in tipMiUilini:
imp TronltW's.
line-not
eotitain
imisons,
opii't"?
sys'"t'i.
or
dniu'. Ask for hoolilet
of cip-ee:"K and write to
Laboratory. I'lii'tnleiuliin. Pa., for nmre
For sale by all leading tlruytf isl.s and
jy ZooU's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

Latin-America-

Everybody Is Trying To Do It
We Are Doing It Right

WATCH OUR SMOKE

Berlin The government is greatly
concerned over the rapidly
falling
birthrate in Germany, and the Minis-- j
try of Interior has circularized vari-By John S. Harris.
ous authorities urging them to make
Students for the summer session of
The Sociala thorough investigation.
ists attribute the decline to labor and the School of American Archaeology
industrial conditions, the high cost of continued to arrive through the day
and it is expected that a good regis- living and heavy taxes.
tration will be had by Monday. Town
Berlin The Prussian Minister of People who wish to attend the
has issued an order against tures should register at once as some
German parents sending their chil-- ; of the most important and interesting
dren to school in foreign countries. lectures of the court will be given at
It is pointed out that it is unpatriotic. the start. Tickets for the full course
of lectures here at Santa Fe may be
J.
"Planet" had by applying at the secretary's
Steamer
Berlin The
is measuring the Pacific ocean fice in the Old Palace,
depths, according to a message from
M,.s Brewster.g
ecture agt n, ht
Manila, found a depth of M.GOO feet. on the lnca
oilantai, was well
or over five mi es 40 m.les off he &t
nortnern pan 01 me imuuu in Min seldom experienced in Santa Fe and
danao.
the school is to be complimented on
such noted lecturers to San-bringing
Vienna The Austrian government
Fe.
A full account of the lecture
ta
must have its dues even if it has to 13
found elsewhere-- :
attach the coffin in which a man takes
Mr. T. IT. Parkhurst will
his last sleep. An undertaker in a
an
deliver
illustrated
lecture on the
to
failed
pay
little town near Prague
This will be al-taxes last. week. The tax collector Hopi Snake Dance.
sent an clneial to attach anything most as Sood as a trip to this celebrat-tha- t
he could find. He found but one ed danf'e. as Mr. Parkhurst has over
coffin, which the undertaker said was eighty colored slides sho ,,ing the Hopi
valued at $14 and without looking country as well as the Snake Dance
into it pasted the government seal on Ceremonies.
The trip to the Hopi, or as it is
the lid. In the coffin was a corpse.
When friends came to bury it an hour more commonly called the Moki,
later, the undertaker pointed to the; county, is such an arduous one that
tax seal. It required several hours to fewer people have wunessed this
the $1.4. tax and penalty, and I110ny than any of the surviving cere-I'hIn- funeral proceeded.
monies of the North American
Mr. J. Waller Fewkes, editor
dians.
London An American collector has o tlle journai 0 American Ethono-offere$10,000 for Dick Turpin's pis-- ; ,ogy
inks that ;t js but a matter of
tol, recently discovered during the dis-- ; Ume when ,he cereraonial systom of
...
,
mantling of the historic Globe Room 1,
.liintratinn .,n,i
of the Reindeer Inn at Banbury. At ultimate destruction.
u
i
..,.1,;.-- u e
r.tf.trti
Thi3 year lhe gnake Dance vm be
jneiiL .ue .nsmuu,
,
in dispute as between the owner of ..
n

aw

!

ieeoi(

!

k.
ARTHUR SELIGMAK. Secretary.

.Jg

....

e

-

been concealed.
Rome After murdering his brother,
his brother's wife and their two chil- Cristoforo
dren, a peasant named
Ponzoni returned to tihe insane asylum at Allesandria from which he
had been sent to the asylum two
years ago for killing his own wife
and only son.

Hamburg Tjhe police authorities
have issued an order whereby
any
woman who enters a street car with
unprotected hat pins is liable to ejecFor the benetion by the conductor.
fit of strangers the company has provided its conductors witih hatpin protectors, which they are selling for
a cent apiece.
Odessa A $230 fine has been im
posed upon the "Pravada" for printing
a mildly adverse article on the new
Tlnsaian naval hudeet nf S25n.flfl(l.f00.
The paper argued that in the present
economic condition of the country
such an nntlav was unwarranted, and
that there was no pressing necessity
for so enormously powerful a fleet.
Riisreested
minimum
Geneva A
wage scale for workers of both sexes
has been prepared by the city author!-ties of Zurich. Following are some of
the items: Single men, $20 a month;
single women, $18; married couples
without children, $20; with children
up to six years of age, an increase of
$;! per month for each child; children
up to 14 years, $4: and up to 20 years,
$7 each per month.

!

Ronie Nicola Cappelli, of Pitigli-ano, left directions in his will that a
ue poureu u er
quan. oi wine
i:is i:uuiiit aim umt iwo casiv& snuum
be distributed among those who at- leuueu ms luneiai. ne aiso requested that his friends
should dance
around the grave. They did.

1

SHAKE THE PLUM TREE.
This viciuity witnessed a scene last
Monday that resembled a funeral probut it was only this and
cession,
Pleasant Valley neighborhoods heading toward the sand hills for plums.
There were eight wagons and from
the amount of people on each we
would judge the plums will be pretty
scarce. Logan Leader.

CITY, MO.

$26.30
24thAnnualConvention
LOYAL

ORDER OF MOOSE

August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
Dates of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
Return Limit, Auf. 31st, 1912.

SANTA

FE ALL THE WAY

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
t Santa Fe, N.
U. S. Land Office
Mex., July 23, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Chas.
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
on June 11 190S, made
Siringo, who
'
Homestead Entry No. 144S6, for Lot
7; SW 4 SW 4 Sec. 3, N 2 NW 4
Section 10, Township 1C N. Range 9
:E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,

Register.

H. S. LUTZ,

AGENT,
New
Mexico.
Santa Fe,

Regular $3.50 and
$4 values. Price
No.

Today's news todry, Tou get it in

the New Mexican,

H&I1

Mon

at

Rooms 1 S
City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Assistant District Attorney, Firs
Judicial District.

7: St

G, W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counuella.- at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
Santa Fe ixage o; and gives special attention to cases
Peifection No. l, 14tt before the State Supreme Court.
degree. Ancient and Ac Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
cepted Scottigli Rite o)
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Free Masonry mee'i or
Attorney-at-Law- .
the third Monday of each menU
Santa Fe, Nw Mexico.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening 1
Masonic Hall, louth lido of Plaza.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Laud Claims and Contests a Specialty
Vliltlng fntisii Rluj Maons ar
invited to attend.
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
S. G. CAB.TWTUGHT.
32.
. Chas. R. Easley,
Venerable Matter Chas. F. Easley,
HENRY 5'. STEPHENS, 32
Attorney
Tractice in the Courts and before
Secretary.
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
D. P. O. E.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-ciN. M.
l?f
Santa Fa Lodca No
1U regular session oi
McKEAN & oriEETHAM,
the second and fourtl
Attoneys-at-Law- .
of eacl
Wednesday
Practice in all the Courts and
month. Visiting broth
era are lnvitea anc
the Interior Department.
welcome.
New Mexico.
Taos, - FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Attorneys-at-LawPractice in the District Court as
Secretary.
well as before the Supreme Court ot
Santa Fe Camp the State.
New Mexico.
Las Cruccs, 1S514, M. W. A.
ineets second Tu
day each month, bo HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVh.i-TISE- ?
clal meeting tLii-at FireTuesday
Tell your story to
man's Hall. Vislr
2,000,000
Readers
Ing neighbors welcome.
Twelve Dollars.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Consul
We will place your
adverti
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. DeF. W. FARMER
scriptive circular FREE.
Homestead No.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
2879.
AGENCY,
Brotherhood
of
Taos, New Mexico.
American Yeerr.o
e

-

'or

this season's style in Tan, Gun
Metal, Suedes and Patent Kid.

w

MeetB First Fri
day of the month
at the Fireman' j

o

The very latCOLONIALS est thing and
the season's
best styles in Suedes, Tans and Gun
Metal. Regular $4.00.
Your choice,

!'S

--

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Hall. H, Foreman
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
A. E. P. Robinson
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Cor. ijec. Fred F. Phone Red 6.
Alalia.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Santa Fe Lodge
Physician and Surgeon.
meets
regularly
Office and Residence Washington.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock Ave., next door to Public Library.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
ers always welcome.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
M.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
Visiting brothers are invited and welAVE
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Phone, 220 Red
DR. W.

"

1S77-- A

DR.

OXFORDS

One lot of Men's Oxfords. All m
kinds of leathers and styles.
li
Values up to $4.50.
1
Your choice

$2.00

32S

J.

DIAZ,

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
to 3 P. M.
OFFICE HOURS.

Let Him Know It ir you are out or
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide It under a bushel.

1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

It will not pay you to waste your Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
time writing out your legal forms
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
when you can get them already printPHONE 233.
ed at the New Mexican Printing Residence Palace Hotel.
i
Phone Main 63.
Company
I

11

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal
and Patent Colt.
$3.50 and
Sale price

VOLUME 18.

Regular

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

""$2.75

NOW READY.

aim

One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and
Tan. Button, Blucher
or Lace. Your choice

NOTICE

!has filed notice of Intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before V. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa
Fe, N. Mex.,
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, K. Mex.,
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Joe

300 pairs Women's Oxfords. All

...

chasers of the ceiling where it had

KANSAS

i

ing the latter part of August. The
exact date has not as yet been de- cided on.
The Kalem compa. iiich recently
took the De Vargas Pageant and other
Photo plays in Santa Fe are planning
to take motion pictures of the Snake
Dance this year. Owing to the
of real live snakes, probably
the majority of people will prefer to
see the dance as given by the "movies'" or as Mr. Parkhurst will give it
night with the countless
number of slides.
From the visitor's standpoint, there
i3 no dance that fascinates as does
the Snake Dance, for the wonders the
snake priests perform with the deadly rattler would pu ta shame any of
the feats of the
snake cBarm-er- s
who parade the country.
It is
said that an amateur got some really
motion pictures of this
wonderful
dance last year, but owing to the fact
that he did not consider himself en- Bh of a "charmer" to ward off snalie
bites the pictures were taken at such
a distance as to render them absolute- ly of no use from a commercial standpoint.
Next to the Snake Dance in interest,
and as uncorrupted by external m- fluences is the Green Corn Dance at
Santo Domingo.
For the benefit of
those who wish to attend this dance
Sunday, Director Hewett of the School
of American Archaeology will give a
brief explanation of the Green Dance
this evening prior to .Mr. Parkhurst's
lecture.
Director
At 2:30 this afternoon
Hewett will give the first of a series
of illustrated lectures on the "Monu- ments o( thfi Aztrs ..
xhese won.
derful people have Utt some truly re- markable work to ghow the stage o
nrl vf!nramnt
and development
they
had rached
The attendance at last night's lec- - (PJ
ture was large.
Owing to the popu-- I
larity of the lecture tonight a record
The evbreaking crowd 's expected.
ening's lecture will not be free as was
the lecture last night, but a charge
of fifty cents will be made for ell who
dc not hold membership passes. Nor
will any of the lectures be free hereafter except the Sunday night

Magonir.

Capltl

Ms

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3.00
a pair. While they last
per pair

e

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

attorney arnj Counselor at Law.

a,

mercial value to us.

--

cere-rais-

Jmiili HI

We have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at
HALh PRICE. These are all this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their com

f,

Zffi$&'J

fourth

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

r

Santa Fe Comitianderj
conclave

PROFESSIONAL CURD

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

OXFORDS
AND LOW SHOES
h

1912.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.

convocation
Monday of etch montj
at Masonic Hall a.
7:30 p. m.
CIIAS. A. WHEELON.

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

.

July 19th to Angus! 2nd,
M.

Sania Fe Chapter x.
1. R. A. M.
Resulai

For Men, Women
and Children.

j

Santa Fe to Mountaiiiair,

y.

!

1

Now for Big
Bargains in

Round Trip From

7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W.
CHAS. E. 1JXNEY. SecreLa.--

!

.

'

MASON!".
Montezuma
Lodi
No. 1, . F. & A. At
Regular comraun,
cation first Monda?
of each month at
Masonic - Hall

There is no gas or hot air about it ! 1
We do what we advertise

SUMMER SCHOOL
GREAT SUCCESS

oc(6ii

$3o 3

FORBUSH MAKE.

2.25,
2.00,

"

44

44

44

$1.55
1.75
1

.45

SEE OUR WINDOW

Regular, $1.35, Sale Price,

"

1.15,

"

$ .95

"

.75

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

FOR OTHER

.

1

CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS.
Regular, .$2.50, Sale Price,

Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

PRICES
FOR SALE BY

JOHN PFLUEGER.

New Mexican Printing Co,,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
61
35

Washington

Philadelphia
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37
42
46
51

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1912.

.6221 And said Trustees now file
. 567
tificate in tlhe office of the

this
Judge of
cer-isuc- h

.516 Probate of said County of Madison,
.485: State of Alabama, for the purpose of
52
. 46
Cleveland
perfecting said organization and duly
62
Xnw York
.
.333 Incorporating the same, as provided
. . ."1
C6
St. Louis
30
.ul2 by law. 1. The said members of said
'Benevolent Society desire to be form-ed into a body corporate for social,
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost pct. charitable and benevolent purposes,
HS
45
Denver
56;; in conformity with the laws of the
46
St. Joseph
.549 State of Alabama governing such or- 56
2. Said
corporation
Omaha
56 '47
.544 ganizations.
47
Des Moines
530 shall be known as and have the name
3;:
of "Heralds of Liberty," with its situs
51
Sioux City
49
for; ($100) dollars.
54
Wichita ...
49
476jand principal place of business,
4fi
55
Lincoln
455 .the performance of the functions oi
Approved Feb. 12, 1901.
36
64
.360;its corporate organization in the City
Foreign. Endorsed No. 7263. Cer-:o- f
jTopeka
Huntsville,
County of Madison, t;fled Copy of .Articles of Incorpora- btate ot Alabama, and by such name t;on Df Heralds of Liberty.
;and title shall have perpetual succes- Filed in office, of State Corporation
sion and, be capable in law of suing Commission, Jul. 22, 1912; 11 a. m.
and being sued, pleading and being
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
NATIONAL.
leas- impleaded, and of purchasing,
Clerk
Cincinnati at New York.
ing, holding, granting and receiving Compared EDC to JJO
at
Boston.
Pittsburg
in its corporate name, property, real, state of New Mexico,
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
personal and' mixed, and of instituting
Office of the State Corporation ComChicago at Brooklyn.
"
Grand and
Bodies, as it
mission.
may see proper, under sudh Laws,
It is hereby certified, that the anAMERICAN.
Rules and Regulations as the corporatrue and complete
nexed
is a
New York at Chicago.
tion may enact, not in conflict with transcript offull,
the Statement of Heralds
Boston at St. Louis.
the laws of the State of Alabama. 3. of
Liberty (No. 7264) with the enThe principal object of this organizaPhiladelphia at Cleveland.
dorsements
thereon, as same appears
Washington, D. C, at Detroit.
tion shall be: To unite in bonds of on file and of record in the office of
fraternity and benevolence all accep- the State Corporation Commission.
table white persons of good moral
In testimony whereof, the Chaircharacter and sound bodily health, man and
Chief Clerk of said Commisin the existence
who believe
a
of
sion
hereunto set their hands
have
AMERICAN.
Supreme Being; to educate and im- and affixed the seal of said CommisAt Cleveland
prove its members morally, socially
the City of Santa Fe, on thi
no game, rain.
and intellectually and to furnish in sion, at
22nd day of July, A. D. 1912.
surance protection and benefits upon
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
R. H. E. the lives of such of its members as
At Chicago.
Chairman.
Attest:
1
5
Chicago
mar be entitled thereto, under thp
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
3
New York
7
Laws, Rules and Regulations of the!
Chief Clerk.
Batteries: Lange, Walsh and Block Order for themselves, their wives, hus- (SEAL)
Warhop and Williams.
hus-or
affianced
!
wife
affianced
bands,
Heralds of
Statement of the
Chicago

49
4S
45.

Detroit

1

1

WHAT IS THE SECRET OF BIG LEAGUE SLUGGERS?
TV COBB AND "HOME RUN" BAKER TELL
BOYS HOW CHAMPION BATTERS ARE MADE
How do they do it? Where do the mighty batters get their power to drive the ball to the fence in the last.
half of the ninth, or crack out a triple that scores two men and wins the game? Any boy would rather b
the champion batter of a big league than president. Ty' Cobb, the greatest ball player of all time, and Frank
Baker, whose homo rung won two world's series games tor the Athletics last, fall, tell the boys of New Mexico
all about batting, and this is what they have to say:
BY FRANK BAKER.

It is hard for me to lay down
rules about how to learn to bat.
It seems to come jiaturally to some
icnuwa, wune otueia irjr as uuru as
they can and never seem to improve,
I was a good batter as a kid and
so was Cobb. At the same time, both
of us have improved a great deal since

:

j

Play whenever possible every day.
The most important thing a batter
has to do is to train his eye to judge
distance and speed, and the only way
to do this is to practice
Boys often think that' if they had
this or that ldnd of e bat
coud
do WOnders. They ou M to f
t!iat sort of nonsen(.e A b
just as good practice with a broom
handle as with the most exnenslve
bat ever made.
A good eye is not the
only thing a
boy needs. He should keep his body
in the best possible condition.
In
addition to swinging at a ball, he
ought to do other things swim, run,
try pitching and fielding. There' have
been plenty of good pitchers who
would never have made good batters.
My best advice is play often, live
clean, and if ability is there it will
come out.
BY TY COBB.
If a youngster wants to learn how
to bat, the first thing he
ought to do
is watch how the best batters
work.
Study their style, watch, how they
hold themselves, notice the way
they
hold their bats and how
they swing
them. There is a reason for every
movement that a
s
batter
makes, and you will find out that reason for yourself if you imitate them.
A youngster should not
try to use
0 bat that is too
heavy for him. Most
boys love to get hold of a bat that
has been used by some big
player and
try and use it in spite of the fact that
It is far too heavy for their
strength.
You should not use a bat
that you cannot handle with ease and
completely
control.
Of course, the most important
thing
in batting is your .ye.
Some eyes
seem to be naturally formed for
the
judging of distance and speed, but
will
do
a
training
great deal. If it is

Brines
'

al! possible to

for

Willies
Cold1

TODAY'S REPORT

,

e

TODAY'S GAMES
Cleveland-Philadelphi-

S

a

mm

Mm

dol-.51- 0

e

Heine

BaEls of

'

get a good coach it
will help a lot but a boy who works
hard will get there if he has it in
him.
Aside from hitting, sliding is one of
the most important points of the
game. In this, as in batting, the best
way to learn is to watch fellows do it
a,

examination.
Section 6. Be it further enacted
That in the event said corporation
shall refuse to make reports to the'
as herein!
Insurance Commissioner,
provided, then it shall be excluded
from doing business; and, any officer,
agent or person acting for said corporation after said corporation has
been excluded' from doing business, as
aforesaid shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and on conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of
not less than Twenty-fiv($25)
lars nor more than One Hundred

Coughs
Stops
Contains No Oplatea
jor sale

Cures Colds

la Safe For Children

m

by all druggists.

etc., in New Mexico.
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission, Jul. 22, 1912; 11 a. m.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk.
Compared EDC to IJO.
A Want Ad. in tie New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

Today's news today,
the New Mexican.

Y'ou

get it in

Today's news today,
the New Mexican.

You

get it in

A live paper makes e live town.
We are making a iive paper. Read it.
A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.

R. H. E. ther, sister, brother or other relatives Liberty.
A foreign corporation
organized
0
0 or dependents as the member may
and existing under and by virtue of
4 8 1 direct, and to insure,
and
protect
Work for the New Mexican. It is
the laws of Alabama, and' desiring to
Battetries: Willit and Stanage; benefit its members in the event of transact business in the State
of New working for you, for Santa Fe and tho
loss, by death, accident, sickness or
Johnson and Ainsmith.
state- new state.
makes the following
other disability, old age or other Mexico,
ment:
causes, and to allow surrender values
NATIONAL.
Tho noma rf iha inrnni'!! t ir,n !
Today's news today, Y'ou get it in
of its contracts or certificates to its
- ,'.,,ri
T? H V.
At Tlostnn
the New Mexican.
nienlbrs
n 8 1
surrendering the same, and
Boston
The location of its principal office
0
accumulate,
0
maintain, apply in this State is: Santa Fe, and the
3 12
sxsino.iaa nv
Pittsburg
nicl-snn- !
DnnnpViv
nnrt or disburse among its members, a re- - name of the agent in
Rntteries-- '
charge of such
serve,
or
as
fund
other
emergency
office upon whom process against the
Rariden; Warner and Gibson.
may be provided in its Laws. Rules
corporation may be served is: Superand
4..
Said
Regu!atiollscorporation intendent of Insurance.
At Brooklvn
R H. E
shall
a
'iTirnnVivn
o
Supreme Body, to be
r ,' I'linn'nhave
The amount of its authorized capital
li a
n
.)
u.v
or l...
3
5 21
stock is: $ None.
Chicago
KI aaAHIT2H
Batteries" Ragon 'andMilier; Lav- - S0",e, theJ
The amount of capital stock actually
in
we began to play big league ball, and
its Laws,
designated
S39HVKQSIQ
who know how.
Rules and Regulations. Said Supreme issued is: $ None.
that shows practice means a whole
If you want to be a good ball playcnaracier 01 me Dimness
sfial! have the power to collect!
lot.
,iioay
ker remember to keep yourself in good
R.
At Philadelphia
which it is to transact in this State
f rnm ,
tx,
momhorc mj f
m
My advice to the boys who want
3 9
physical condition, as clean living is Philadelphia
utsis ul suuuiuuiaie uoaies or looges,
.v,...
to be baseball players, is to PLAY.
5 11 1
St. Louis
the only way to health.
In Witness Whereof, the said
by assessment or otherwise, upon its
and
Schultz
Batteries: Season,
membership, moneys for the aids of Liberty, Huntsville, Ala., has
4 Horse Power
Harmon and Wingo.
can association baseball team 'has a
purpose of creating and maintaining caused its name to be hereunto sub- MACK FEARS FOR CHAMPIONS.
matchmaker
of
the
Garden
of
Club
"
a fund to be disbursed for the pur--: scribed and its corporate seal to be
PRICE, $165.00
detective following him night and dav New
R. H. h. ))oses lerein
At New York.
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 2. Connie as a
Y'ork, regarding Wolgast's terms.
get fortll tne expenses hereto affixed, and these presents to
With
result of a recent order from Sol
Magneto.
Importeda doubt
S
0
4
Meek, manager of the Athletics in a
New York
rf
v,,. n
.
with trouble
4U.
sr.r,;ja,.t tn
'Jyu.i 1LU2 UJ gull i,.
aiiu A'MotorOydeleftwithout
i
at the factory.
letter to Philadelphia friends, said that aMeyer, the new owner of the club. As
0 5 1 ization andj iuc uuofimab ii
Cincinnati
PACKEY
AND WOLGAST.
A.
for
8th
this
of
the
D.,
set
of
result
forth
the
day
purposes
Secretary,
May,
Charlie
order,
O'Uprv
unless the Athletics win twelve out of
Batteries: Tesreau and Meyers- in its said Laws, Rules and
Chicaco. Til. A..Bh low!
Regula- - j ' 1912.
inneiaer, resigned
Benton and Clarke.
the next sixteen games they will bi'ly
The funds so accumulated
t'ons.
HERALDS OF LIBERTY,
...o uicuiageuieiu oi me team and day card in New Y'ork City, plans for
out of the American league pennant
from such assessments shall be ex-Jeannette bat
By F. W. PRATT,
of Springfield was ap- the Jack Johnson-JoCharley
O'Day
Tace.
tle having fallen through, Promoter ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION.
empt from execution among said mem- - Attest:
President,
pointed in his place.
"I will not give up hope un:il the
bers and shall under no conditions.!
Billy Gibson of the Garden A. C to- - State of New Mexico,
EMANUAL BARRICK,- Secretary.
"declined to be a
party to day was on his way to the
Comlast ray has disapptiared," he contin- theO'Leary
Office
the
of
be
State
liable to seizure or appropriation j. (Corporate Seal)
Corporation
east, eninnovation, but
ued.
"The general run of American upon having his own Meyer intsisted tertaining a hope that he could match
mission.
by any legal or equitable process for
Foreign. Endorsed No. 7264. Cor.
The
detec- Ad
way.
an-;
It is hereby certified, that the
league teams this year is twice if not tives- are especially ordered to
Wolgast and Packey McFarland.
any debt or debts of its living or de- - Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 177.
report
three times as strong as last year and any player who
LIGHT, SILENT AMD RELIABLE.
remains out of bed Wolgast was here today on his way nexed is a full, true and complete ceased members, or members of its'' Statement of Heralds of Liberty
while this alone has not kept the
s
after the usual training hours, or who to his home in Cadillac, Mich., from transcript of the Certified Copy nf .Grand or 'Subordinate Bodies or Lodges. Designating principal office, agent, PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
California. He said he had sisned for Articles of Incorporation of Heralds 3. The business and prudential concerns
from the lead, it is one of the indulges to
any great extent in thP
t
tnree bouts, for which he will receive jot Liberty (No. 7263) with the
the corporation shalli be managed
principal causes."
amber fluid.
'and its property controlled by the fol-nabout
WThen asked whom he thought
same
dorsements
as
$50,000.
said
appears
thereon,
had
he
Wolgast
a
or
resmt
he
Meyer's
order,
.
.
been approached on the
of on file and of record in the office of lowing
me uesci. cnance against nas naa to get a few new
officers, under such Laws,
uuiu nave 11.
players a match in New York, but subject
Rules and Regulations as may
would de- - the State Corporation Commission,
the Giants if the Athletics lose the some of the regular men absolutely
In testimony whereof, the chairman after be legally
$20,000.
viz.:
pennant, he said: "Well, that is a refusing to play under the new condi-haradopted,
L OF AMERICAN ARCHAEOLQBY
Johnson held out for $30,000 and re- - and chief clerk of said Commission A
Past
- tions.
Supreme
Commander,
question to answer.
Washingfused to consider an offer of less for;'have hereunto set their hands and af- a Supreme Commander,
ton aiight have the edge on Boston in
a Su-New Y'ork match.
fixed the seal of said Commission, at preme Master, a Supreme Record- pitching, while Boston leads in field-- j
TWO BOUTS THIS WEEK
the City of Santa Fe, on this 22nd day er, a Supreme Treasurer, a Supreme
ing and hitting and perhaps have an
San Francisco, Cal., Aug.
a
Medical Director, a Supreme Chaplain
FIX
TIN
EAR.
July, A. D., 1912,
;of
in
the
of
way
edge
fifteen-rounexperience."
clash between
a
H.
HUGH
WILLIAMS,
Supreme Guide, a Supreme Warden,
2.
Rochester, Minn., Aug.
Battling
Round Hogan and Tommy
McFar- Chairman a Supreme Sentinel. 6. The said Laws,
Nelson, dethroned lightweight cham- Attest:
GAMBLERS BRIBING?
1:md and a twenty-rounbout next
Rules and Regulations shall be first
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Chief Clerk.
Philadelphia, Aug. 2. An organiza. Saturday afternoon, with the former pion pugilist, came here and consulted (SEAL)
approved
by a board to be known'
with
physicians
to
reference
tion of gamblers attempted to bribe featherweight champion, Abe Attell,
as the Supreme Council, which shall1
his "cauliflower" ear mended. The State of Alabama,
the Phillies' pitcher on both Friday and Tommy Murphy of New York, as
jbe composed of not less than three
Department of State.
He said, however, he was not teady
and Saturday beforo. the games with tne principals, followers of the
I, Cyrus B. Brown, Secretary of and not more than nine members, and
to
the
and
added
fight
game
quit
that
here. This was charged by inS game have an interesting week
the said officers shall be elected as here- do hereby certify that
before them. Hogan is a sensational his next fight probably would be in State,
Manager Charles Dooin today.
in provided.
The officers, except the
"
1)aB
'
on
Labor Day, marking the
"Earl Moore, who pitched last Fri-- ! performer and follows up hard any Atlanta
Articles
and
Supreme Recorder, Supreme Treas
literal
copy
seventeenth
of
his
anniversary
entry
start.
at
the
day's game against the Pirates, first advantages gained
corporation of the Heralds o urer and Supreme Medical Director
me of his being harassed by Farland, while a youngster, is gritty in the fighting game.
Liberty,
incorporated under Special shall be elected by a viva voce vote!
some man, whose identity he did not!to an unusual degree, and possesses
Act,
approved
February 12th, 1901, as or all delegates, present at a meeting
McKITTRICK WILL CLAIM IT.
know, after having refused o meet the knack of hitting hard with either
The said Trus-- ,
file and of record in of said membership.
on
the
appears
New York, Aug.
Jack Johnson's this office.
tees shall constitute the "Supreme!
him before the game," said Dooin to- hand1.
ESSION will be
latest
announcement
is
that
never
he
Attell
worked
ambimore
"He said that the man had askday.
In testimony whereof, I have here- - Council," and by the Supreme Coun-- '
ed for a talk with Moore and wlwn it tiously in his life than for his coming through with the fighting game and unto set my hand and affixed the cil the following officers shall be elec-- !
of
to be Great Seal of the
viz: Supreme Recorder, Supreme!
was refused he had tried to pur. him fight. He is not only hopeful of re- will leave the championship
at the Capi-jteState,
out between McVey, Jeanette toli in
this treasurer and Supreme Medical Di- the clty of Montgomery
up in the air by predicting that Moore gaining his lost reputation, but is per- fought
sonally bitter against Murphy as the and Langford, produced a quick re. 14th. day of March, One Thousand rector. 7. The said Supreme Lodge
Tvculd lose.
of
from
;
Dan
their last fight.
spouse
shall have a common seal, which may
McKittrick, manager Nine Hundred and Twelve.
"The same thing occurred on Satur- result
for Jeanette.
be
The
little
altered
and
B.
at
manager's
CYRUS
;
changed
BROWN,
the pleas-on
of
day and today I found out for certain
NO MORE, SAYS JOHNSON.
declaration is as follows:
Secretary of State. ure of the said Lodge. S. The said!
that a number of gamblers who have
not
is
Trustees
of
have
"It
been elected to eerve;
customary in America to (STATE SEAL)
Chicago, 111,, Aug. 2. Jack Johnson
been operating baseball pools here all
until the first meeting of said mem-- '
season are behind the scheme. Their champion heavyweight pugilist of the claim a pugilistic championship, nor 0. 374. H. 836.
Fe
bers is held, and until their succes-- '
a v
idea was to try to bribe the pitchers world, announced tonight that he had am I seeking to establish a precedent,
apt
are
I
his
but
elected
am
I
believe
last
and
battle.
du'y
"Her-!sorsincerely
justified rn confirm tho inenrnnratinn of
qualified,
if. granted an interview, and if not to fought
"I'll never draw on a glove again in claiming the world's heavyweight aids 0f Liberty" and to define, declare 83 Provi(ied y the Laws, Rules' and,
'kid' them so that they would be up
of
and enlarge the powers of said organ- - Reu'ations of said corporation.
in the air and not pitch their best as long as I live," declared the cham- title for Jeannette.
'Sectlon 3 Be it further enacted,
pion as he lounged in a large upJimmy Evans, the crack Kansas ization.
ball."
of
Pecos
holstered chair in his new cafe. "The City lightweight, is doing light work
Section 1. Be it enacted by the that said corporation shall ihave the
l" uolu' acquire and purchase,
promoters won't give me my price for at the beach, expecting to get a match General Assembly of Alabama: That!1
THE YANKEES SELL JACK QUINN. fighting now and if I wait a year I'll
de los
ttl
rsonai property, and for
oi some Kina nexi monm. He may go the incorporation and organization of
better Protection of its member-unde-r
New Yorfk, Aug. 2. President Far-rel- l probably not be in condition to put up after the northern
of
claims
"d
He
heretofore
Heralds
game.
Liberty
of
be
m
of the New York American league a fight worthy of a champion. So it's to have a backer who will
invest its funds In mort- the general laws of the State snip'
wager $1000
to John Arthur Johnson, that
team has sold pitcher Jack Quinn to good-byand
excalos
"i"reB, siocks, Donds,
Jimmy can beat any lightweight and by and under the proceedings 0
the Rochester club of the Internation- champion of the world."
securities, under the discretion
had in the Probate Court of Madison
in the country, Willie Ritchie
of
its
said
if
in
he
Asked
of
Cliff
al League. Quinn, who is a spitball
intended to retire
Supreme Council.
County, be and the same is in all
Section 4. Be it further enacted,
pitcher, has been with the Highland' favor of any fighter a Jeffries did in
ratified and confirmed.
things
accommobe
the case of Marvin Hart, Johnson
era since the spring of 1909.
'Section 2. Be it further enacted, that said corporation shall on or besaid:
fore
1st
the
day of March, of each
WELSH TO REFEREE.
X That said' corporation shall have and
and
"No, let Jeannette, Langford
make and file with the Insurance
AFTER PETE DALEY.
2.
St possess all the rights, powers, fran- year,
San
Cal.,
Aug.
Francisco,
St. Louis, Aug. 2. If a deal now McVey fight it out. I think McVey X Jack Welsh will referee Satur- - $$ chises, privileges and immunities1 by Commissioner, a report of its affairs
will thrash any of
but that is SC
confer- and operations during the year endpending goes through, the Browns their troubles not them,
day afternoon's 20 round fight St the general laws of the State
mine. No white
and ing on the 31st day of December imwill obtain Pete DnJey, the sluggir?
Corporations
St between Attell
St red on Fraternal
and
"Harlem
can
men a
mediately proceeding, which annual
and
have
shall
the
all
rights,
possess
outfielder of the Los Angeles team. fighterbattle."give any of these
Tommy" Murphy, according to a St
powers, franchises, privileges and report shall be in lieu of all other
for Manager good
It 'will be a
X
statement
St
Coffroth.
by
Manager
has
Johnson
saved his money. He
immunities as set forth in its said reports' required by any other law.
1
VV DATP
S tovail if he lands this star, as the
,
said tonight that he was worth
declaration in the said Probate Court Such reports shall be made on blanks
Browns need outfielders who can hit
the greater part of which is well
the
Commisprovided
Insurance
by
of the said County of Madison, upon
one-fif- th
One
and field more than anything else.
invested.
which the certificate of Organization sioners and shall be verified under
Manager Stovall has not announced
was issued,
Be it known that oath, by the duly authorized officers
ROUND TRIP ON CERTIFICATE
the names of men whom he proposes
PUN,
WOLGAST IS TOO MODEST.
the members of the Heralds of of said corporation and shall be pubto turn loose, but it is said that if he
2.
or
lished
the
Ad Wolgast's desubstance
in
a
Aug.
Chicago,
desire
benevolent
thereof,
Liberty,
society,
is able to obtain Daley he will be
ALL POINTS IN THE STATE
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
mands for meeting Packey McFarto become incorporated under the the annual report of the Insurance
Bill
willing to pass over Outfielder
Won
Pc
Lost
Commissioner
rounds
in New .York are gounder the head ot
land ten
provisions of Article Fifteen, Chapter
Hogan and Infielder Eddie Hallinan as ing up. Before leaving for Cadillac,
Twenty-eigh- t
of the Code of 1S9G of "Fraternal Beneficiary Societies!"
coast
for
the
G9
performpayment
part
24
.741; e State of Alabama, The said
Section 5. Be it further enacted,
Mich., today he told Emil Thiry, New Y'ork
er.
58
34
nave guy elected
the under- - That the Insurance Commissioner
Packey's manager, that he would fight Chicago
Hogan and Hallihan are residents the stock yards pugilist at 135 pounds Pittsburg
37
53
590, signed as three trustees, with the may personally or by some person
TO AUG.
TICKETS ON SALE JULY
of San Francisco, and, like all Califor-nlans- , at 3 o'clock on either September, 20 or Philadelphia
49
43
. 533
privilege of increasing said number designated by him, examine into the
believe there is no place like 27 for $22,500. A few days ago Wo- Cincinnati
45
51
.469 to nine Trustees whenever in the condition of affairs, character, busiSTATE.
THROUGHOUT
41
the coast. They prefer to play there lgast said he would fight McFarland St. Louis
423
56
judgment of the said1 Trustees, the ness methods, accounts and books of
if they are unable to hold in the big for $20,000, and last night at one time Brooklyn
35
60
.368 nunfber shall be increased.
The such corporation at its home office,
Return Limit Sept. 5th, 1912.
25
67
he aid a purse of $15,000 would sat- Boston
27j names and residpnepn nf Raid Trust.. which examination shall be at the exees are as follows: 1. Tracy W. Pratt, pense of said corporation.
But such
isfy him. He agreed today, however,
H. S. LUTZ,
Fe, N. M
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
to waive the picture rights if given
2. Willard I. expense shall not exceed ten
DETECTIVES ON TRAIL.
($10)
Huntsville, Alabama.
Wron Lost Pct. Wellman,
Huntsville, Alabama. 3. dollars per day, in addition to reasonIndianapalisv Indr, Aug. 2. Every S22.500.
.CS
31
.687 James R. Boyd, Huntsville, Alabama. able expenses: of the person making
member ot the Indianapolis Ameri- - Thiry tonight notified Billy Gibson, . Boston
At Detroit.
Detroit
Washington
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held at the historic
Palace
the Governors in Santa
Fe. Illustrated lectures on Euro
pean and American Archaeology and Art
Man. Excursions
and
the Evolution
and walking trips to points
interest in
which the region about Santa
abounds.
Excursions to the Indian Dances at the
Pueblos
Santo Domingo and Santa
Clara. Visits to the ruins
Puye,
and the Rito
The
last two
Frijoles.
weeks
the session will
spent in camp
at the Rito de Frijoles, where the
vation the Ancient
Dwelling ruins
in progress. Camping
will
dations at minimum cost.
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TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

H. F STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

A. Quigley

is in from I.amy

to-- ;

(Continued

day.
Roman Gallegos Us in the city from
Us Vegas today on business.
H. E. Kimmel of DuQuoin, Illinois,
; in
t!he city today on business.
Senator A. J. Evans of Roosevelt
county is a visitor in Santa Fe to- day.
B. W. McKenzie of Ft.
Stockton,
Colorado, is in the city on business
today.
ColoG. F. Niegald of Silvrrton,
rado, was among Santa Fe visitors

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. LAUGHLIN, President

STEEL TRUST REACHED INTO EV
ERY INDUSTRY AND INTO EV
ERY HOME IN LAND

'PERSONALS
.T.

tr.Aav.
L. R.

Faville and IT. T. Herring of-Las Vegas', are business visitors here

'

i

Dr. H. R. Shannon and F. B. McCoy
S

Established

1856

I

of

Alamosa,
here today.

190J

Incorporated

Colorado,

are

visitors

Shea of the Denver & Rio
uranoe leu tms morning tor tne ban
W. D.

Clean Up Sale
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

m
m

and 50 cent
values for

13

1

SILK PARASOLS in the very nobbiest patterns, all going
at l3 off. This is the time for the wise buyer to invest, for investments they are.

SEE THE PRETTY PARASOLS in the window. It gives
you an idea of the values.
WE ARE RUNNING A BIG REDUCTION on all Summer
Lines, giving opportunities to save Big Money.

1
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M

on improved business property only. Why not
,put this with wvhat you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
fthe best residence property in the city. See
us before closing a deal elsewnere -

I

V

tw

h

P-

1

PJione, Red 189.
11 9 San Francisco

;

St,

:

Santa Fs, New Mexico.

:

MULLIGAN

k RISING,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
license

lNuatters,

-

66-6-

Next Door

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

t

Postoffice,

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

S.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS,

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED

I

I

Y--

4
i

FIRST-CLAS-

For Hire

-

RASPBERRIES

BY FIRST MAIL.

HACK SERVICE

S

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::

Pboe

THEODORE

CORRICKJWr

Black 9.

RED
OR
BLACK

t

the time

JULIUS H.GERDES

Washington, L. C, Aug. 2. There Is
no appeal in
food matters from a
decision of the referee board of
the department of sericulture to what
is known as ill' "three secretaries
hoard," composed of the secretaries
oi tile treasury, commerce and labor
and agriculture, according to an opin- jtm rendered hy Attorney General
Wickersham.

OUR ENTIRE

are on sale for one week only at
regular price.

nect with No.

7

westboun

1

fJ

T lulACT
I

The following are the tlma tabiB
if the locil railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.ili No. u
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe it 12:10
p. ni.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. ra. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
S

SELIGII

ADOLF

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m.

1

FANCY

THE

'

Fru't Jar in the Market.

The Best

Eas y to Open, Easy to Close.

DISHES

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

FIRE

cut-ofor the Btlen
ponn! Vnllev nnints rtnnH nnnlea"ve at 2:30 p. m lnstead o , 20 as
i
ah...
n

rH

FIRE

INSURANCE

YOU

Caii

P

Afford to Overlook This?
One mile from Plaza, of
which four or five acres
are in alfalfa. All under
No Buildings. PRICE $1,800.00

THIRTY ACRE TRACT

a' m
D. & h. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for norti.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from nortb

fence and tillable land
FOR IMMEDIATE 5ALE.

Cb'.ITRAL RY
cnnnppfa Tpfth
No. 4 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
from No. 3 east.
r,

m

ACCIDENT-

HEALTH

-

LIABILITY

m.

oiety

You cannot get up to Jate
unless you have
and faculties. The New
Printing Company has both,

SWEET PEAS

printing

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

material

Mexican
and ai
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assured personal at
tention,
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured per
sonal attention.
Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the tnarket effectively. It will
before
f"1 thc tac.ts f your V
the eyes f all possible buyers.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Printing
prices will he quoted upon request
Our styles and ':orais are strictly up
to daU

MAYES
INSURANCE
Life,

'

Phone. W 204.

J
X

i

415 Palace Avenue

::::

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

Large assortment of the Best and Latest
STERLING SILVER.

Patterns in

Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

FORMER
EAT TESUQUE,
and WELT

FOR SAL UMER

RANCHES COM
BINED.
Sixty acres-we- ll
under ditch. 600 fruit

fenced. One-ha- lf
trees, small fruits. Present owner must sell
owing to poor health. Inquire of 2
246 w
i nniM a
Tel.
126-- 4
J
City Property and Loans.

on

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

to place your

,HEW MEXICAN PKIMTING
.Local AgentB for

II
1

y
m

W,

J

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or

y many
BookJJnitsuestred.

tive. We want tosfaow you
its advantages nod possi- bilities. Ctfi, write orphont'

CO.

ffip
Hjgft"!
'

ders
ing.
they are
at their,

"'pSffe
l'miSif'

L

I

fS
H

IIII

Lowest and Best
We can take care
your business.

I

S.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

Surety

Bonds

All

Kinds.

Of

c
O
ra

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

stationery i ue iiew
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The now
Sjze correspondence
cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to mak
your selection from.

Fire,

2(A

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

NEW MEXICO

T,ea.vfi

j

GO.

EC0N0M FRU,T JARS

HAND-PAINTE- D

AKERS-WAGNE-

m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
nct with No. 8 eastbound and No. t'
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F? 11:0

j

GOODS

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS

p.

n

the

one-ha- lf

AT LOW PRICES.

4

eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at S:3n

h,tf

TI1E

I
1 El

Sf

DRY

AND MEN'S

P. in

to co
and 'o.

passengers

HUES', BOYS'

CHILDREN'S, MISSES',

all "futures
practically
which President Taft exer- his veto eliminated, the
appropriation bill was again N
reported to the senate today by
.the military affairs committee, X
carrying approximately $)7,()l)0,- N OoO.
The bill as changed only X
in that it did not carry the pro- posal to remove General Wood.
With
upon
A cised
'N army

i.

1

STOCK OF

Low Cut Shoes,

BILL UP AGAIN.
Washington, I). C.. Aug. 2.
ARMY

V

,,,

dis-see-

This line consists of ail Piece Goods and Ladies' Suits
Coats and Dresses.

NO PURE FOOD APPEAL.

S

SALE begins

N IMPORTANT

mer Goods.

125 Palace Ave.

Closson in his machine met them at rtforney general to act, the corpora- Glorieta and the trip down was ac- - Mot. was immune.
This is admitted
'!
;complished in one hour and forty min- by Colonel Roosevelt, and he unhesi- i'tites which sets a new
int! tatme v assumes iun responsiuiniy in
campers report an exce ent out ng j'PP matter "
with all the fish they could eat
The report occupies more than 200
pat'es and much of it is criticism of
Andre??
the methods of the trusts.
CROOK THREW $75,000
INTO OHIO RIVER TODAY. Carnegie's steel making methods and
his desire to extend his business are
Eut it Was Bogus Money the Police held cut as the motives whi:h com-!- j
Say Man is Held for Having Wire Polled J. Pierpont Morgan and his
'! Tapping' Outfit in His Possession.
Steel
associates to organize the
!
Trust.
STERLING DISAGREES.
ji, Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 2 Harry,'
;aiias jom uavis ot cnicago, one ot
Uepre- Washington D C. Ajk.
,iour men arrestea yesteraay on tne 6C,
a numb
Sterling, of llliu
charge of having bogus money and ilJ y.ct. member of the ho'i '
.
.
nns.
leeal wire tannine
outfit - In
.V,
'
oi inquiry inio ine Lnueu otaies oieei
session, threw a grip, which the
col- his
with
Corporation
disagreed
r AAA Iin 1.uttu non-:
linn cntnr.n.,,! i.j,u
UJ v.uu,,lleu
n
th cnnimiltop ami suh.
ey, into the Ohio river today while
mitted the following to the house:
being brought from New Port, Ky.,
"I heartily favor governmental
re across the central bridge to Cincinof corporations eng igel i;
gulation
nati.
The first step
interstate commerce.
in this direction is legislation provid
PIPE LINE ORDER IS
Such
ing for federal incorporation.
EXTENDED AGAIN
legislation should limit the capiializa Washington, D. C, Aug. 2.The In - tion to the actual val ie of tiie ct n.or- terstate commerce commission today ate property and thus eliminate from
extended from September 1, to No- the commerce of the
country that ab- vember 1, the effective date of its or- OYiinable fiction of values co
nmonly
der to require oil pipe line companies
termed "watered stock."
found to be common carriers under
"The extent to which fictitious val the law, to file with the commission
schedules of their rates for the trans ues have been created bv over can italization of corporate property has
portation of oil.
shaken public confidence in corporate
s
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican securities and made the public
more people in one day than you trustful of large business entyrpi Ises.
'Such legislation should provid-- foi
can see in a month. Try one.
a system of reports to a commis3:on
or other government agency, ',iv':,g
lutl publicity to the manner uid n r- H.
KAUNE
CG pese of the organization, its ujUiods
of doing business and its profits.
Jt
Should tirnvtflo fnr rit-nt
ell
all issues of securities and prohibit
one corporation from holding stock in
Safe
M
another and limit the extent to which
two or more corporations may have
common directorates.
"I do not concur in the views of the
minority that the true remedy for industrial evils does not lie in the dissolution of the industrial trusts. I
am of the opinion that the dissolution of the great industrial combinations into their integral parts would
do much to restore trade to a natural
and healthy condition and inspire confidence of the people in the business
situation and revive commercial prosperity.
"The proposition that the government shall recognize and permit to
I
exist, trusts, monopolies and combinations in restraint of trade and then
regu'ate them by legislative control,
is one calculated to suppress individNow lis
ual enterprise and destroy competiortion.
It is conceded that such a
policy would result necessarily in the
for preservfixing of prices of the products of such
combinations by law. Since the govNow
ernment fixes the price of the finished
product, must it not also fix the price
of the raw material and of the labor
that converts It?
"It is urged that large mdustri-f- i
can
combinations
more
produce
This is a
cheaply than Bmall ones.
fundamental falacy, from which proceeds the iiatrnalistic doctrine that
government shall recognize and perof
mit monopolistic combinations and fix
the price of their product.
"The federal government by proper
legislation, can desolve great . comKAUNE & CO, binations into their integral parts and
then by wise and Just regulation of
corporate powers maintain a natural
and healthy condition of trade.
It
it plainly its duty to do so."

"

t!ic mrtnth

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Fran-denber- g

Phone 36.
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Luis valley, Colorado, on business.
Ellis Williams of San Marcial, is in steel corporation.
tne city, visiting witn nis tirotner,, in its comment the committee says:
Corporation Commissioner Hugh Wil-- ;
..How a panic whirh llad 1)c,,.sjstent.
efforts of
ly resisted the combined
S. A. G. Smith is in Santa Fe from
the federal government and John U,
Estancia on business.
He reports
R(M.kefe,lor and j. p. Morgan & Co.,
plenty of rain and the valley m fliioi- - and remained in unabated
fury after
condition.
ishing
and Rockefel'er had turned
W. Sorrell, V. S. of Willard, is in Morgan
federal treasthe city today on a professional visit. loose $(i0,000,000 and the
should
more
$5.(1(10,0(10
suddenly
ury
He is an inspector of the Bureau of
be stilled by this manipulation of
Animal Industry.
E. .1. Bates and H. W. Dow of Ros- - Grant IS. Schley's loan has not been
;well, are among the visitors in Santa explained either by Mr. Roosevelt or
Yet it is
Fe today. They came in on business ,IV "n.v niPr witness.
gently maintained that the panic
will remain for several days.
Francis C. Wilson return- - tinned prior to this magical scoop of
ed yesterday from Cochiti, where he securities and that the instant the
had gone on an official visit. He was Steel corporation acquired the
by Superintendent Cog- - nessee Coa! & Iron Co.'s stock it sub- sided instantly and permanently."
gershall of the Indian school.
Rev. J. J. Ranyon of the First BapThe committee reports that on Octist church of Albuquerque, will oc- tober 2d, 1IMI7. President Roosevelt iscupy the pulpit of St. John's Metho- sued a statement congratulating Secdist church on Sunday morning next.
retary Cortelyo.t and the business men
The services wil he at 1 o'clock.
The commitwho headed the panic.
F. R. Frandenberg, C. .1. Franden-berg- ,
tee says of this:
and Majorie and Arthur
'Tp and until the time of this interwho have been here for a
view the Steel corporation owed its
couple of days, left today on the D. success and its
permanency to the
& R. O. for their home in the Espa-rolpower and the skill of the financiers
valley.
and the iron masD. C. Collier, manager of tlie expofi-tio- who had created
which will be held in San T)ipgo ters who had directed its operations.
has
in 1915 is again in Santa Fe. Mr. Col- Since that, time its dominance
lier made many friends here during been due in no small measure to the
his former visit and they are glad to sudden, ill considered and arbitrary
fiat of the chief executive.
have him pay a return visit.
"The president's refusal to inter
Frank P. Sturges and Mrs. Sturges.
Mrs. Closson, May Closson, Tom Clos- - fere was an absolute warrant to pro- son and Robert Frye came in yester- - ceed.
A suggestion from him to the
day from Cow creek where they have attorney genera! was equivalent to a

the hfllnnrp nf

1

11Y

.

rm

V ?v

m

who
,.lhnr condition in the steel
mills found that the corpuration was
opposed to organized labor and prefer
red foreign labor.
"The result," he fays, "is that
about SO per cent of the unskilled laborers in the steel and iron business
are foreigners of these classes. "With
the benefit of i skilled American foreman sich a crew can work results in
unskil'ed labor production.
The part that United States Steel,
the absorption of the Tennessee Coal
and Iron Railway company, President
Roosevelt and Wall Street financiers
played in the panic of liluT are cover- d in the report and the insinuation is
made that the panic was an artificial
one designed for the benefit of the

FIVE

Monday, lasting the entire
week on all this Season's Sum-
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sevt,s .accordingly."
Vpnwsntatlve l!cfSilli'tiudv.
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SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.

READ'S:
ILLUSTRATED HISTORT of NEW MEXICO
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Air. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in .large (T 1
readable type

A

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS,

AA
UU

ETC.

OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
the Settlement
Important Purt that Education Meant to
- rpnJ--let- .
phaiii- and growth of Our State. By Mr. Head. In a
OO
In
the Statp. Price,
something that should be In every home
THE HISTORY

A Concise Hi tory of the

paper-boun-

Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

a
ft

VAGE 'SIX

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

SAHTM FE NEW MEXWAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTI

FRtDAY, AUGUST 2, 1912.

SWSTZ ERLfiND OF AMERICA.

j

NG COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Waxes Specialty of Mining, Political
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
'
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Lsrger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
President
BRONSON CUTTING
Editor
WIGHT GIDDINGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager!
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

-

FIRST

'V'V

'

1

Entered as Second Clas3 Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per

and have gone up to their ranch on
the upper Pecos today.
Mr. Walter C. Hately returned from
a pleasant trip to Santa Fe in his mo- tor car yesterday.
Fishing excellent.

Lee came over in Judge
Pope's motor car yesterday and have
Valley Ranch, N. M., Aug. 1, 1912. .driven up to Mr. llately's for lunch-- !
Judge and Mrs. W. H. Pope, wiih eon today.
Mr. and Mrs. I.. Lloyd came home
a party consisting of Mrs. Pope's sis-- ;
1.00
tors, the Misses Hull, and Mr. and from Colorado Springs last evening
Valley Ranch Activities.

jllrs. Harry

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$1.25
J3.00 Dai'y, per quarter, by mall
Daily, per year, by mail
$2.50 Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Daily, six months, by mail
2.00 Weekly, six months
50
quarter

BANE

OF SANTA FE

-

.

NATIONAL

money-transmitti-

ng

extensive pleasure trip on Hhe Great
Lakes.
FROM THE
Miss Pearl Price has returned from
her
a trip to Illinois, and resumed
MUSIC AND DINNER.
side Lint j
OFFICERS.
That the proprietors of the Palace duties in the office of A. W. Pollard.
RECALL CAUSE
Miss Estelle Berrian of El Paso reR. J. PALEN, President.
hotel are making an endeavor to give
infiiro siinttiict.- nf thB riistrict court nf Denver. Polo., sentenced F. O.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
a their guests the best in the market is turned home this
morning, having
A. HUGHES,
L.
Ilonfils, one of the proprietors of the Denver Post, to GO days' imprisonment; "Speed Sank the Titanic"! reads
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
And here, we thought all evidenced by the fact that at the six spent two weeks visiting her sister,
and $3,(lfM) line, for contempt of court, in publishing in his newspaper articles headline.
R.
Loomis.
Mrs.
W.
at
it!
did
offered
an
o'clock
now
time
the
dinner
iceberg
being
reflecting on the judge's administration of his office. The judge refused to
It is a curious fact that much of the
that hostelry, a six piece orchestra
permit the defendant to prove the truth of his charges and denied him a
encountered in the wells of the
seven
clay
to
six
from
discourses
music
AlbuON
in
down
issue
The
trial by jury.
burning
o
Mitubres
is
valley contain a small per
be
added
it
that
and
it
fifteen,
may
own
of
"Shall
to
his
be:
seems
a
nueruue.
The
Levy
city
candidate for
This iinlee is
lawyers
of
Several samples
of gold.
turned him down at a bar primary, he receiving only 2S votes out of a total continue to get what Jack Curley lettjgooa music, too. it niawes me guests - centage
feel that they are in some big metron- this clay has been assayed by chem- tmrammmstrsmm
behind him."
vote of 438.
'
olis as they sit in the light and spa- - ists recently, and it is found to con
In the early part of the last century Federal Judge Peck also sentenced
cious
dining room : eat good stuff, well tain about 60 cents per ton gold.
the
Roosevelt
negro
Colonel
says
a newspaper publisher for having criticised his action as judge.
Congress!
The Deming Meat Market has just
culinaried
and then have the pleasure
from
Cunnel,
Lordy,
question is important.
promptly missed the act of 1S;11, which took away such arbitrary power
sold by Messrs. Osmer & Wright
been
the
of
whole
accentuated
the
tilling
by
federal judges, and. for over SO vears the rights of free speech and free Mistah Taft dun realize dat long ago.
to Hon and Wetmore.
flow of music as an accompaniment.
nomination
all
dat
he
evah
How'u
git
tribunals.
federal
been
have
by
recognized
press
to
The following (have arranged
We all know that there is not much
Some state judges still attpmpt to silence criticism by becoming accuser, wid out da cullud delegashuns?
a better reputation start Monday for a month's outing on
town
a
gives
most
;that
effectively promoting;
They are, though,
judge, jury and executioner.
Ed Foulks. Jack Dy-- ,
Governor West or Oregon rode r,00 than a good hotel, and nothing on the upper Gila:
recall of judges and other reforms calculated to do away with tyranny on
W. B. King,
G.
W.
Rutherford,
mond,
black
list
a
on
the
so
earth
puts
place
miles on horseback to attend the
the bonoh.
at Boise. as a punk hostelry. The memory of a Misses Louise and lone Hodgdon,
Next November the people of Colorado are to vote on constitutional meeting of the governors
Moore,
Margaret
-S. A. AKINS,
ou can ien,
"'"" Elizabeth Waddill,
"s
gov is no mouyccauie,
Proprietor.
amendments doing away with constructive contempts (which include publi-,Th- e
Herb
and Mrs. Morris Nordhaus.
one
a
for
with
remain
will
time;
long
on
that,
cations), granting a jury trial in all contempt cases except those occurring bet
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Osmer will use his team in conveying
AND
AMERICAN
those
EUROPEAN PLAN.
one
of
of
recollection
and
the
in the immediate presence of the court, and providing for the recall of all
ha'.f cooked ones, with the party to the happy hunting;
said
greasy,
slimy,
of
"I
the
nomination,"
sentence
Shattuck's
believed
that
It
is
accept
Judge
oflieers, including judges.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Willyum, "as an expression of con- - the table cloth frescoed with coffee grounds.
Bonfils has made certain the adoption of these amendments.
Thos. R. Taylor has just brought in
of
fidence that in a second administr- stains and brown globs of gravy, with
the
about
them
ermine
The day has passed when judges can draw
12 miles
atis benoh and declare themselves above criticism. The present age de- - tion, I will serve the people well." Nix, the army of flies climbing all over a new well on his place
with-jou- t
The well is 132
south of Deming.
jyour food which was bad enough
truth about courts, truth about political bosses, truth "Willyum, Xix. Call the roll.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
mands the truth
their tracking it, up the recollec- - feet deep, contains fourteen feet of
about judges. When judges answer the demands of men that they be allowed
material, is equipped
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Governor AYilson will organize the tion ot prandial norrors line tnat, stay
to prove the truth with a refusal based on century old precedents, courts
one for a life time, and the with a No. 5 American centrifugal
teachers of ttie country as a politi-jwitmust lose not the men who demand that right.
in- The sentence of Bonlils should result in so unmistakable a demand for cal side issue. Well, if he does, he'll hotel where you saw it all is forever pump, 30 h. p., Stover engine
stalled by Ely & Dymond and delivers
or any other never be elected if the "kids" have on the taboo list.
a curl) upon judicial powers that never again will a Bonfils
All this is what causes the By- S00 gallons of water per minute. This
anything to do with it.
citizen be jailed for speaking the truth.
wells
two good irrigation
to make especial mention ot makes
stander
to
and
fines
their
sentences
use
who
$5,000
dignity
protect
jail
Judges
or
Rooms
What a pleasant surprise after wait- - the music and the good dinner and which Mr. Taylor has on his land.
from criticism, obviously need criticism.
E. J. Cresap has just purchased a
days, the men who are endeavoring to give
ing all these long, wearisome
in
Long
.
o
American Turbine engine
for 'Willyum to know, that after all, Santa Fe's citizens and guests from new
Hot
cold
he was really the nominee of the outside a good hotel and a good feed for his irrigation well four miles east
of Deming.
Chicago convention.
THEY ARE SCARED
jwith good music on the side.
As Mr. Mendenhall remarked: "We
Will P. Lapoint of Las Cruces, edi-- ;
There is no mistaking the fact that the old standpat gang are scared.
The New York police got three mil-- j want to see just how good, a hotel tor of the Las Cruces Citizen, is here
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
When the demand for a new deal and a change first began to make itself
We
manifest, they winked at eadh other and "just laffed;" but as the move-- , lion dollars a year from the gamblers, the people of Santa Fe want.us to." en route to Morenci, Arizona. He
will Kiiend four days in Deming on
ment grew and the demand for a change became more insistent and more ?ays an expert. Apparently it pays, will go as far as they want
his return.
distinct, it ceased to be funny and has now begun to look like a serious better to be on the Xew York policea 'So, in this case, as in tocity appearance
the people of
and progress, It's up
affair. At first, the progressive movement lacked concentration and its force than to be an expert with
Santa Fe.
members scattered in little groups, so that no excitement was felt by the cold deck,
old confident leaders. Xow, however, there is cause for alarm and the ne- SANTA FE'S STEAM ROLLER.
wildered standpatters do not know just what to do. At the Albuquerque
A gan Francisco woman had jewels
This is not a political joke, this
convention, the other day, the bosses in the old gang showed up and with valued at $20,000 stolen the other
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
of the Interior,
honeyed words attempted to persuade delegates to the convention to desert, Ejgnt while she was entertaining. AVe mention of the city's steam roller but Department
United States Land Office.
and go back to tthe old column, holding out inducements of future position. naj our injrer30ll watch and a knife just a mention of the location and
Santa Fe, Xew Mex., July SI, 1912.
One little incident of this kind was very amusing. A member of the con-- an,j sixty-fivcents swiped on us once condition of a machine that cost the
is hereby given that the apXotice
furvention, whose head had fallen into the discard basket a few months since while in swimming, and we know just city $2,400. This article of city
proved plat of survey of fractional
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
niture is standing in tthe court house towns-hiby the determination of the little band of autocratic bosses, was approached how she feels about it.
1G north, range 3 west, X. M.
yard, in the back end, open to the P
by the boss of the bosses, who said: "Come back to us. We'll take care ofprivate baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
and the
M., has been received,
you. We'll give you something." The reply was pertinent and pointed:
The press dispatches from New weather, the rain and the sun. with lands will be
and
Central Location.
to
filing
open
entry
"You have given it to me already. I've got it."
York continually refer to the New not even a canvas cover which be- on and after
9, 1912.
September
a
as
was
The boss went away back and sat down.
purchased
York underworld, but what we have longs to it and
j
MANUEL R. OTERO,
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
That is the method tihey have so long used that they know no other, and been reading about Xew Y'ork lately protection.
Register.
How many
times when riding
how to handle the present condition is too great a puzzle for the poor old. leads us to believe that Xew Y'ork
FRED MULLER,
r
through the country and by farms,
guibSiers who have come to rely absolutely on the time honored tradition hasn't, any upper world worth
Receiver.
of
have
w hich
we
all
condition
the
noted
they have so long and quietly worked, untrammeled by any tioning.
farm implements
and gauged the
inii udent interference, and undisturbed by any clamorous voice of the commen people. Rut it will not win. Promises are too nebulous and filmy lo
La ramie. Wyoming, is trying to farmer by it. Sometimes we have
HOT WEATHER IS QUICK
seen a
or a mowing machine
be alluring and there is nothing attractive in the prospect of a continua- make a
TO AFFECT THE BOWELS.
reputation as a summer re- out in reaper
the
weatiher,
old
uncovered,
have
waked
same
The
of
the
tiresome regime.
tion
up. They sort. The press dispatches inform
people
X
t
said
we
and
have
for,
always
are alive to the situation. They demand a new deal and a square deal.
us that six inches of rain has fallen
X
Extreme
Fact
That
there in the past week. They do to ourselves, "There's a careless
-Heat Conduces to Chronic
in the
man.
be
cannot
successful
He
not state, however, at just what hour
Constipation.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
And of
management of his farm."
the boats will leave.
V
t
farm
he
ride
We
a
isn't.
course,
by
IS OF UALUE
The disposition to eat cold food and
where all the valuable farm machinThe suggestion given by Secretary Harris of the chamber of commerce,
LITTLE SEC.
in iced drinks Is one reason
indulge
-ery is under cover and cared for, and
regarding a weekly business men's lunch ought to strike a popular chord Slug "em, slug 'em, Little Sec.
why constipation and diarrhoea is so
we
know
owner
of
farm
is
the
that
now
little
a
is
wants
a
meet
What
Fe
Santa
with
and
just
hearty response.
no
in
and
is
there
Soak 'em, hit 'em, in the neck,
summer,
going to succeed and make his farm prevalent
waking up, a little more of a spirit of progress; a little more judicious adver- Though their
time when people should more care- countenances
you pay.
MOULTON-ESP- E
tising. Some one in Santa Fe paid some time ago that the town had b'en
as
fully avoid bowel disturbances,
wreck,
affairs
and
of
public
Management
over advertised already, hut that is the voice of the dead one, the conserva- Sing 'em, hit 'em, Little Sec.
much serious disease is directly traceprivate affairs is about the same. It
tive, the man with the hammer. There is absolutely no such thing as
all
GENERAL AGENTS,
SANTA FE, N. M.
is a question of care and ffionghtful-nes- s able to these conditions. We need
if you've got the goods to show, and we have the goods. To
of our strength to withstand the
'em, slug 'em, Little Sec.
Slug
in
and
conservation.
Indeed,
advertise the city successfully we must have a concerted action; real gen- Sonk 'em. swat em all, by heck,
effect of heat.
public affairs there is even more rea- enervating
uine and enthusiastic action, and the easiest way to get together on this or In the jail, the votes collect,
To regulate the bowels and quickly
son
for
for
our
officials
consideration
any other question is to meet at lunch or dinner and talk it over. The Taft is with you, Little Sec.
are handling other people's money relieve even the most aggravated case
fJi!, A.'j!W.liUaBSi51
ft' ),r,l
suggestion is not based on the idea that to reach a man best, is to reach
of constipation, the combination of sim
and other people's property.
So the
him throuph his stomach, but is based on the well known fact that men
herbs with pepsin, known
laxative
ple
responsibility is even greater.
will not attend a called meeting as readily as they will a lunch party and
as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, is
We used to laugh sometimes at the
THE BYSTANDER
that the geniality of the festive board brings more easy response to any call.
recommended
all who have
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
highly
of
Cleveland:
"Public oflice ever used it. X'nlikebycathartics and
epigram
We are not making what we ought to of the attractions of Santa Fe. The
SEES IT
MANUFACTURER OF
is a public trust," but we all know it
of Mr. Getts, of San Diego, was an eye opener, and no one is better
violent purgatives, Dr. Caldwell's SyMEXICAN
to
PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
be.
and
BLANKETS,
RUGS,
the
fact
that
it
ought
isn't,
old
town
and
he
was
over
this
His enthusiasm
great
t.i alined to speak.
acts gently on the stomdoes not reflect any credit on the of- rup Pepsin
CAN'T DO IT ALL.
Both Native and Uermantown Wool Used.
and bowels, without griping
liver
trged us to get busy. It was a fact worthy of notice that Mr. Getts was
ach,
flee holders who are careless of the
not short on advertising material even while he was in Santa Fe, and ban
or other discomfort, bringing relief
The mayor can't o it all. Xo matSend for Price List.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
more post cards, picturing the one spot where he is featuring the restored ter how much he may be interesN?? people's property. So many of our in an easy, natural manner. It can be
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
beauties of Ramona's house, the whispering well and other attractions in having everything at its best :n old proverbs are full of meat and used with perfect safety by the most
which he has collected, than this town has in setting forth its historic as the city, he must have the backing good sense. "An ounce of prevention delicate woman or child, and yet Is
is worth a pound of cure," has a
well as fci'nic wonders, which are unrivaled the world over. There is no use in of the citizens.
Hei is an instance: world of
equally effective for the strongest con-mighty good judgment in it stitution. Mild, pleasant to take, and
denying the value of this method of advertisement, for every tourist buys Pa'aee avenue from the post office to If
were
it
AN UNUSUAL
followed, publicly and priINSURANCE CONTRACT
lax-- '
xneni; ami mere is no use in uonying u.ai oauia re nas a pmiK aim nuia- plaza is Strewn with waste paper vately a lot of trouble could be avoid inexpensive, it is the ideal family
OUt lot,
the
tract!
ative. By cleansing
towel
tliiv.wn pavolooolu (tnwn w (hnoA wVirt ed.
THE RELIANCE FAMOUS "SELF SUSTAINING " POLICY
Some of these thing can be gone over at the business men's lunch.
thoroughly and eliminating the foreign
open their mail on the street and canThe Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
matter and poisons that irritate and
not wait to throw nside the wrappers
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
inflame, it will quickly check summer
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Prlue.
until they reach a place where the
Let Us Explain It to You.
diarrhoea and restore normal condi- Is it the intention of those who are interested in the great trunk line waste can be thrown. Some time ago,
GENERAL AGENTS
tions.
HALL & HALL
MsicNTBTuJlCITY
running from Tlaton to I'te Park in Colfax county, to be present at the meet- the Woman's Board of Trade noted
Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
ing of the standpat state committee here next week? We only wondered: the manner in which waste was
Pepsin for fifty cents a bottle a larg-- j
a we would- suggest that it would be a good time to formulate the "law thrown about and suggested to the
Deming, N. M Aug. 2. The manwe'll have passed," to muzzle tihe newspapers so they can't offer insults to city council the placing of galvanized damus healing to compel the county er, fami!y size costs one dollar. Get
a bottle and keep It in the house; It
the corporal ions and bosses of corporations.
iron cans at the corners of the plaza clerk to issue a saloon license to A. will save
many times its cost in doc- B.
This idea was carried out,
Shadiuger for opening a saloon tor bills. A free trial bottle, postpaid,
park.
in Columbus
was begun can be obtained
and if oar citizens would remember business
by writing to Dr. W.
A Xew York judge has gone out of his way to render a decision that this and just wait until they reach Tuesday before Judge Colin Xeblott. B.
Caldwell, 406 Washington St., Mon- Columbus
i3 cot in his line and is of no account anyway. He says one week is long the plaza to throw away their waste The .following
citizens ticello, Illinois.
Our idea is that it should last for a lifetime, papers, instead of strewing the street were present: X. J. Yarbrcugh, X. B.
enough for a honeymoon.
Rooms With Bath,
i.A-$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
with them, it would add tremendously Hampton, Jesse Mitchell, Fred Pen
to the cleanly appearance of that part nington, Arthur J. Evans, A. B. Shad-- !
The hearing was adjourned
It is really a sort of dis- inger.
o( the city.
Well, President Taft now knows that he got the presidential
grace and surely a nuisance to see so at eleven o'clock until 4:30 p. m.
J. T. Gregory, sheriff of Fulton,
AND
at Chicago last month. They told him about it. yesterday, but there much slovenliness iu our streets. The
was no detailed description of just how foe got it. There was no mention mayor and council are doing good Miss, is here and has arrested Tobe
of the steam roller.
work now in getting the weeds clean- Ferguson, a homesteader living sev-- i
0
ed from the streets and having the eral miles east of Deming, on a charge
be-of
but our foreincest committed, it is alleged, Ex-- ,
And now the doctors have decided that there is really no such thing as water wagon on the move,
is
for
left
Ferguson
Hotel.
Mississippi.
to
cannot
citizens
do it
expect them
a blood purifier. There goes sarsaparilla, dock root and sassafras tea. They
have been secured,!
tradition
papers
The people
must cooperate and he
all.
v. on't even leave the health remedies that mother used to make.
sheriff will leave with His!
and they can do it so easily in the in- 0
NATIONAL CONVENTION
at once.
prisoner
one of
above
'
stance
a
few
by
cited,
carrying
FRATERNAL
below
in
There
has
the
two
been
foul
of
passbelt,
inches
Taft,
by
rainfall
Billy
hitting
Didn't Bob LaFollette
of paper a few feet and putting in
bits
desk
House
It
White
to
the
wool tariff up
Deming during the month of July.!
again?
certainly puts them in a
be
iug his
New
ORDER OF EAGLES.
you
galvanized Iron can provid- The rains have not been
equally dis-- j
Billy in distress.
ed
that
for
is
There
purpose.
very
0In
tributed, however, over the
Annex,
17th, 1912
Aug.
not much manual labor connected some sections considerable valley.
In excess
We're for dress reform cheese cloth If you please, for the poor people with ltjU6t a uttle brain work; Just of two Inches has fallen, while in.
Dates of Sale,
Bweltering in the east, while we in Santa Fe are enjoying the finest climate !a iue tbought for the city.8 appear. other portions there has not been
Auk 2nd to 4th, 1912.
any
oo earth.
ance; just a rememberance that there precipitation to speak of.
Return Limit, . . August 14th, 1912.
-- fl
are other people in town and that
A. W.
Pollard left Wednesday!
See Santa Fe Agents (or Particulars.
it is to be hoped that there will be no "trivial disputes" at the meetings they want to see things neat and are morning for Portage, Wis. He will H. S. LUTZ, Agt,
Santa Fe, N. M.
doing their share and there may be Join his family there and make an
to be held by the standpat state committee here next week.
1

strangers here who are making mental
note of things in Santa Fe.
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The Montezuma Hotel
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
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How About That Fire Insurance?
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Think About It!
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VARIOUS ITEMS
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THE ALBANY HOTEL

1

$63.00

12th to

This

a Denver
something new
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
these moderate priced rooms
day. Try
with bath, and
will
Fire
pleased.
Proof
room
with
bath.
every
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Pork. Sent. 17.9".
given to the CathoMo Foreign Mission- 32
H.07 L2.
La rd. Sept.
Provisions developed a wra),
ary Society on three pieces of propfid.
Ribs. Sept. J'i.57
Hills
owing to a set hack in hog quota: lu'l.-- .
erty adjoining his Pocami'-( in,,-ST. LOUlo METAL.
John 1). Rockefeih r bought lhe First sales were within 2
UYS PROPERTY property. The religious organization way of yesterday's close, Septe nber S L..u:s. Aug. .. Lead. trad;.
M'h 1.02
Sjel'.er lower 0.
had agreed to pay $4S,i'uw for pari of options going at 17.95 for pork; l'l 7"
FOR RF.XT Nicely furnish.-the property, $;!5,0U0 to remain on for lard, and in. "5 for ribs.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
MORE SALOON SH09TIN3 IN HEW YORK
IdO'.U.
I2i Galhstco street.
KNOW IT WELL.
paid
mortgage, but. Rockefeller
St. Louis, Aug.
2.
Wool mar!, el
cash, and while the price paid for
SHARKEY MAKE UP
TOM AND MRS.
FOR SALL Two story residence on
the remainder was withheld, it was steady; territory and western med Familiar Features Well Known to
I ttlaee avenue.
207i24; line mediums
lS'o'Jii;! Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens.
NEW EMPLOYES' RULES.
Lot 60x240 feet. O. C.
reported to have been "ton notch." iums '&'ti
7.
V. at son & Co.
The society now Das a home near the fine
I
A familiar bin den in many hono
WALL STREET.
Rockefeller place.
New York. Aug. 2. James Varall,
New York X. V., Aug. j Despile
The harden of a "bad back."
Elegantly Furnrsned Rooms for Rent
manager of a saloon on West Tbirty-- j
A laii.e, a weak or an achi'.ig b.'i'L
Rooms elegantly furnished and ha?- extensive profit taking today s stoci;
fourth Street, near the corner of
often u Ks you of kidney ills.
market continued to move t'o rwa rd.
ng ail modern conveniences, including
an
Brodwal, was shot iiul killed in
Poan's Kidney Pills are for weak elect ric. light, Eteam heat and baths,
Trading slackened after the first hour,
altercation with a disorderly crowd of
in the First National Bank building.
&
in which transactions were on a large kidneys.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Here is Santa Fe testimony.
gangsters in front of his bar early this
Apply to F. II. Jones.
scale. Leadership was wrested from
ReJ. T. Sandoval. 115 Ortiz St., Santa
morning. Jacob Pizza, his cashier,
111.,
Canle
Steel by Reading, while Lehigh Valley
Aug.
Chicago.
IN
also was shot and severely wounded.
in the
TYPEWRITERS.
ceipts 2, oiw. Market weak. Heevcs rose some two points. Steel's relative Fe, X. Mex.. sas: "A dull pain extend-: Cleaned.
The police arrested two men, one of
adjusted and repaired. New
Texas steers f Ls.Wi rj.S.'j; backwardness was associated with the small of my back, sometimes
($ii9.$3:
Ribbons and
whom carried a
caused me a, platens furnished.
revolver, .western steers $3.S0fft T.Sf; stockcrs publication
of the
Stanley
report. itlg into my bladder,
the gangsters ;and feeders $4.00(5
sold, exchanged
cows and Pressure against St. Paul and Tuion great deal of suffering, particularly plies.
According to
was bothered ;and rnted. Standard makes handled.
when f took cold.
became Angered at Varall's attempts heifers $2.70(i S.40; calves $t;.7o'i 10.- - Pacific was shown, the
how-;
latter,
Ail repair work and typewriters
to quiet them and started the shootever, quickly recovering above yester
in
were
Santa Fe Tpiwriter Ex-- j
to
in.ono.
the
there
my
back,
Market
pain
Hogs
ing. A dozen shots were fired, the
Receipts
day's best.
of
inflammation of the change. Phone 231.
to 10c above yesterday's average.! The
first one going through Varall's heart.
of note at the symptoms
only
changes
The kidney secretions were
bladder.
The scene of the murder is only a Light $7.7.Vri S.40; mixed $:;..",ii'ii
opening of today's s.ock market were
BOYS
AND
GIRLS Earn good
colored and when passed were
few "blocks from the corner where the 'heavy $7.20(i 8.17
rough $7.20
a one point decline in Canadian Pa-- j highly
vacation at pleasa.it
with a scalding pain.
attended
money
during
(7.40; nigs $6.7."((.i S.0O: bulk of sales citic
Rosenthal shooting occurred.
and a gain of an equal amount in never used another
remedy that acted work, boosting for New Mexico. Outf7.6"i 8.10.
Biscuit.
Otherwise initial dealings as
as Doan's Kidney it, free. Write today for our offer.
Market
12,000.
satisfactorily
Sheep
Receipts
Men employed in the transportation
ad-:
consisted largely
of fractional
( 'races,
Pills.
western
proved to be just the New Mexico .Magazine,
service of the Delaware, Lackawanna steady. Native S3.30M.7:;
vames with some slight heaviness In medicine They
$3. 5()ifi 4.65;
$4 OSfo.tia;
my case required and the New Mexico.
yearlings
Western Railroad must not do these
on
D. & R. G.
western coppers and Erie.
complete cure they brought me, has
lambs, native $4.50(17.05;
HERE TO STAY.
Prices went higher soon as the led me to recommend them on more
tilings:
$1.5tKci.7.0.
excuses. "Oh, I haven't
What
poor
Use
of
kind
intoxicants
while
any
&
D.
T.
Fe.
opening. Lehigh Valley being a promi-- ' than one occasion."
A.,
afford it." You can
"Can't
time."
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
on duty.
nent feat '.ire w ith a gain of 2
f.nd time to go to a picture show and
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 2. Cattle-Rece- ipts
I'se intoxicants of any kind while
Profit
in
resulted
points.
taking
see a boy slab a cat with a toothpick.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
5,000 including 1,0u0 southoff duty.
numerous recessions. Steel, and St.
erns.
steers
Native
Alter you are out of bed and washed,
$5.0nf( fl.75;
(010193)
or
other
of
kinds
Play poker
any
southern steers $4.751 0.75; southern I Paul falling under yesterday's close. Department of the Interior,
(partly dressed or you'll fancy the
Therwe was a general shading of
fiiadlv.gl,.jlipniij;jTOTq cards wliile on duty.
cows and heifers $:!.5i'(ii 5.50; native
X. M., woild can't git on without you), ten
Olfice
S.
Land
at
V.
Santa
Fe,
Men employed in the transportation
cows and heifers $:!.25(?.i S.50; stockers 'prices during ihe noon hour, most of July 22, 1912.
minutes will show you how easy the
service of the Delaware, Lackawanna
and feeders $4.25?t7.40; bulls $:!.75Cu the active issues yielding more of
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-in- A. li. C. Shorthand is; then when you
Western railroad must sleep while
5.00;
calves
$5.00i S.5U; western their early advance while trading be
Vigil, of Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, are through, you'll sing praises and
off duty.
steers 15.50$; 8.90; western cows $:;.25 came increasingly dull.
on July 20, 1901, made home draw the money. Let the ignorant,
who,
Those stringent rules were announc- (a ti.oo.
The market closed heavy.
Active stead entry No.
,
uneducated, and lazy in mind, do the
for 15
ed yesterday and are the result of an
Market 5 stocks receded further, especially XW
Hogs
SYV
Receipts ".500.
Sec. 13, Lot emptying of the dust bins, sweep the
NW
manconducted
investigation
by the
to 10c higher.
Bulk of sales $S.00!in Steel, Great Northern, Union Pacific 3. Seel ion 21, Township IS N., Range "oor, or drive the burro.
agement of the railroad company ill X 20; heavy $7.!Mifi 8.00; packers and and Topper, while gains in specialties 10 F., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Come in. say what you can afford
the recent disastrous wreck at Corn- butchers $s.00fr( S.20; lights
$S.101i were considerably reduced.
Yes, now; not some other
of intention to make Final Five weekly.
S.2
ing, X. Y.
It's the sometimes that drag
The list moved in contrary fashion Year Proof, to establish c'aim to the U'ne.
pigs $0.00 d i 7.00.
comes. You are
Market later in the day, Canadian Pacific
On Sale Daily, Until
Sheep
Receipts 2,000.
land above described, before Register on, and then
.Muttons $:i!.50'i 1.50; Iambs
Horace Kave:neyer. son of the late steady.
heavier, while the tendency and Rec iver, 1". S. Land Office. the loser, the longer you put it off.
testiDo come in and see signed
II, O. Ha"emeyer, denied today that $(i.00(y 7.50; range wethers and year-- j elsewhere was toward improvement
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
Sept. 30, 1912.
monials from: M. E. Academy and the
the incorporation of the firm of Welch lings $4.50(ri COO; ewes $:l.50(' 4.00. with pronounced strength in the Can- day of Sept., 1912.
NewCHICAGO GRAIN.
adian issues and Westinghouse.
witnesses: Belknap Schools, Beaver, Utah.
as
Ilavemeyer & Fairchild to develop
Claimant names
Beach School, Calif. Thistle
Chicago, Jll., Aug. 2. Cool
MONEY AND STOCKS.
dry
sugar proi.'ucts meant that lie was
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Rafael Montoya, Beatrix Vigil, Anas-taci- port
District School, Utah.
New York, Aug. 2. Call money. 2
prepared to make his threat to start deather northwest, the kind wanted to
Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
Prof. A. li. King, Scofield, Utah,
'avert
black
made
wheat,
rust,
war
prices
a
to
Prime
the
knife
Silver
5:
M.
the
(',': Santa Fe, X.
paper
sugar
CHICAGO,
against
BOSTON,
$85.95 BUFFALO,
"The students are intensely
writts:
south-- j .Mexican dollars 4S
easier
Heavy
today.
receipts
new
The
trust.
was
MANUEL R. OTERO,
company
simply
Copper 17.12'
NEW YORK, $79.35
ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PALL,
iitere.-teShortin Prof.
Norton's
a producing one, lie said, and would west had a similar influence.
17.50: Tin 44.37
Lead i
Register.
of
hand. 11" won the admiration
(however, that world shipments 1.05
i
to
devote
itself
fields
developing
sugar
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
Winter
student
every
acted in a measure as
j would be small
present."
in the Philippines.
S3
Amalgamated
Sugar 127
WANTED 100,000 people to drink
to
WITH THE
Quarters School; Creenriver, Moab,
'
jan offset. The opening was
Atchison 108; Great Northern 141
the mineral, cool, clear water of the Montiool'o Public Schools, and Coun2c lower.
September started at X. Y. Central 117
Canadian Pac. Aztec Spring.
There will lie no suit for separa- jit:!
It can be procured ty Superintendent of Grand County,
a loss of
to 03
to 12(1
Southern by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who Ltah.
Reading 107
tion by Mrs. Tom Sharkey, active sufand declined to 93.
Pacific 111
Vnion Pacific 171
furnishes same to all the leading saPUEBLO. Milton C. Potter, and J.
fragist and wife of the saloon keepThe close was firm, but one cent
Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
Coin2
Steel 71
AI
Steel, Pfd. 114.
loons and drug stores in the ci'y. K. Keating, Superintendents.
er, former heavyweight pugilist. The net lower for Septemmer at 92
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
NEW YORK COTTON.
trouble between Sharkey and his wife
Why drink muddy water from the hyBessemer, Minnen.ua, Danforth, Co- drink jlnnibian.
can
a
to
or
when
led
which
for
her
drant
you
pipes
2.
steps
taking
Xew
Irving, and Suiiimerfield
Cotton
Ok
and
in
Kansas
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.G0,
Rain
York,
Nebraska,
spot,
Aug.
SAN FRANCISCO,
separation, began three weeks ago lahoma pulled the corn market down closed steady. Middling uplands 13.10. clear and beneficial water from the Public Schools, the Benedictine Colwhen she left her home. In her suit September opened
lege and Fort Collins Agricultural
to
off
Middling gulf 13.35. Sales 2,721 bales. Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
for separation before Justice Kelly in 07
College.
to GS, and sagged to 07
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l PasFacts are Facts. Truth is Truth.
the supreme court, Brooklyn, she askProprietor.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 2 Wheat, Sept
Hedging pressure on oats carried
More evidence if you ask.
ed for $200 a week alimony and conn- - that cereal lower. September at the 921-2senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
Dec. 93
All commercial subjects taught.
sel fees of $3,500.
A Want Ad. in the Xew Mexican
outset ranged from 32
Dec. 07
to 33. a Corn, Sept. 07
II. A. COOMER,
General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, .N. M.
The Santa Fe Business College, the
sees more people in one day than you
shade under last night to a like
58.
Business University of New Mexico.
can see in a month. Try one.
Dec. 33
Learning that an oplion had been amount above and dropped later to
Oats, Sept. 32
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To You Santa Fe Business Men and Merchants
On July 23rd we announced

:

that we had opened the stock subscription books

of the

and according to the plan of promotion approved by the incorporators offered the FIRST FIVE THOUSAND
SHARES at $22.50 per share. Although delay in our printed matter has prevented us from making an active
canvass among our business men, yet there remains now but ABOUT ELEVEN HUNDRED SHARES of that
stock, and we have outside enquiries that will consume it all. We want a small block in the hands of every
good man in Santa Fe, and we will not fill outside orders until after

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 7th, 1912,
at which time the TWENTY-FIV-

DOLLAR STOCK will go on sale.

E

price, but we invite you to take a few shares now at the first price.
OWN ACCORD.

The investment is gilt edge at that
LATER YOU WILL TAKE MORE OF

We expect to see every man possible before Tuesday, but if we miss you and you &re interested phone our office and ask to have the proposition exDlained
to you. It will cost you nothing to find out all about this Company, which will become the pride and boast of every loyal citizen. Some people have asked our
salesmen who B. F. McNULTY & CO. are. We respectfully direct your attention to the following copies of resolutions :
A RESOLUTION

A RESOLUTION
THE

LIFE INSURANCE CO., EL PASO.
The following resolution was adopted at the Directors' Meeting on February 4th, 1912:
Life Insur"WHEREAS, Messrs. B. F. McNulty & Co., the organizers of the
ance Company have todav filed their final report of the organizasion of said company and made
settlement in cash for all subscriptions to stock in the company, and have complied in every respect
with the spirit us well asthe letter of their agreement as oiganizers, and
WHEREAS, the trustees for the stockholders, Messrs. A. Krakauer, W. R. Martin and S. T.
Turner, who have been closely associated with the members of said organizing firm during the
period of organization, do report that their work has been done in a thorough, painstaking and
honorable manner and has been entirely free from misrepresentations of any character.
Insurance ComTHEREFORE, Be It Resolved, that we, the Directors of the
call
in
B.
do
& Comof
F.
firm
the
to
thanks
tender
our
assembled,
meeting
NcNulty
pany,
hereby
pany, and to the individual members thereof, for the high character of the services rendered by
them during the work of the organization of the
Insurance Company.
TWO-REPUBLIC-

Two-Republic-

s

LOUISIANA STATE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, SHREVEPORT.
The following resolution was offered by Mr. Wilkinson and seconded by Mr. J. H. Jordan,
and was unanimously adopted :
" RESOLVED, That the thanks of the stockholdets of the Louisiana State Life Insurance
Company are due and are hereby tendered to Messrs. McNulty, Lyon & Co. for the clean, business
methods employed by them in organizing this Company, and for the successful
like and
and satisfactory work which they have performed in bringing to a successful conclusion the organi-tioof this Company, and that we tender to them our sincere thanks for the performance in every
particular of every promise made us by them ; and we congratulate them on the near completion
of their labors, which have been well done."
e

n

Two-Republic- s

Two-Republic-

Shreveport, La., Oct 5th, 1911.

W. T. CRAWFORD, President.
R. L. HEARD, Secretary.

s

Thi s organization is absolutely clean and no discrimination of any character is being made among subscribers.
and inspect our records, whether you purchase stock or not.

ISOUR

BOOKS ARE PUBLIC PRORERTY,--

V

5!

We invite you to visit our offices

B. F. McNULTY, Fiscal Agents,
Rooms

22-23--

24,

Capital City Bank Building.

Phone 122.
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NEAR oRNARQHY NOW
IN NORTHERN MEXIQO
Groceries
(Via Douglas, Cuervo ranch, thirty miles (iia'.t
Aug
The federals
Ariz.) The victory of the federals from the battlefield.
over the rebels In the battle of Ojitos claim to have found sixty rebels dead
and the fighting that followed has scattered over the field ol retreat and
The rebels advanc- battle.
been complete.
ing from Casas Grandes, were confiJuarez, Hex., Aug. 2. Psfital Ordent of victory, thinking that only ozco, general in chief of the. Mexican
General Blanco was present. They rebels, is preparing to evacuate Juabrought a phonograph with them, to rez, immediately.
use for a dance and concert after the
At noon today he stated to the Asbattle. The federals used it to
music for the wounded, however. sociated Press correspondent that he
The rebels were repulsed, after a wes engaged in destroying certain paloss of several wounded and killed, pers of the revolution and that he
the federals losing two killed and would leave "as soon as possible." He
nine wounded. General Blanco and said General Salazar was coming to
Casas
Lieutenant Colonel Obregon, with the Juarez this evening from
federal cavalry, followed the rebels Grandes and that he would return
Federals are re- as far as Cuervo ranch. The rebels south with Salazar.
rallied eight times and attempted to (ported near Casas Grandes approach-maka stand but each time they were ins from Sonora. and General Rehago,
forced to retreat and each time they; who got into Madera Wednesday night
lost some of their artillery. The fed- - with federals from Chihuahua, is
erals claim to have captured five moving in that direction also,
field guns, one heavy siege gun, sev- u .g rumored in Juavez that Generai
eral caissons ana a large quantity ot Salazar is coming up to join Orozco
ammunition.
and try to escape to the United States.
They also claim to nave taken three
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 2. The V'niled
wagonloads of provisions and numer- States has commenced issuing rations
ous horses and saddles.
tn the Mormon refugees
nowin El
The rebels made the attack at night Paso,
an appropriation made by
using
with Colonel Costillo in command. Congress this week for the work.
Colonel Herrera, and Major Chaves
A supply depot has been established
commanded the rebels center with
the artillery. Colonel Escoboza and near the refugee camp and beef, poMajor Casares commanded the rebel tatoes, onions, rice, sugar, salt pepper
and canned milk are being issued. Col.
left.
K. Z. Stever, Fourth
Cavalry, comexThe federal artillery fire was
the department of Texas, is
tremely effective and is said to have manding
dismounted some of the rebel guns. in charge of the work of issuing the
He has telegraphed Major
Captain Ruiz and Captain Velasco supplies.
commanded the federal front and the Sedgewick Rice, Third Cavalry, combrunt of the attack. Colonel Rivera manding the border guard at Hachita,
had the right wing, and in command X. Mex., asking him to ascertain the
needs of the refugees now at Herman-as- ,
of Sonora volunteers, and Major
near there, so that supplies may
had the left wing with Yaqui
Indians. Colonel Rivera was shot be shipped to that point also.
through the arm, but continued in the
Mexico City, Mexico, Aug. 2. Sierra
battle.
Juarez Indians in the State of Oaxaca
The infantry followed the rebels in have renewed their revolt against the
their retreat as far as Casa de Janos, government.
It is reported today that
eigiht miles away, and the federal a large body of the warriors is marchcavalry continued the pursuit to ing on Ixtlan, 40 miles from the state
A mix-uover distribution
capital.
of land is causing the trouble.
Mexico City, Aug. 2. The Interoc- eanic passenger express train bound
from Vera Cruz for Mexico Citv, was
held up at Chavarillo, midway between
Vera Cruz and Jalapa last night by
7
200 rebels.
The occupants of the
cars were robbed and forced to leave
THE
the train, the train was run to
Later the engineer returned
and picked up the stranded
HEADQUATERS FOR

Ojitos. Chili.,

tllll

of foreign nations."
Orozco remains in Juarez, although
the federal army took Madera from Nervous ? Some of the time rejlly ill ? Catch cold easily and frequently suffer
the rebels and now is marching north from biliousness or headache ? The reason is that your system does not rid itself
toward Casas Grandes and the feJer-al- s of llv poisons in t'.ic blood; just as impossible as it is for the grate of a stove to rid
of ciinkcrs. The waste does to us exactly what the clhilters do to the stove;
ought to be abie to get to Casas itseli
maUe the fireo burn low ur.til enough clinkers have accumulated and then prevent
Grandes in a few hours. If they get its
burning at all. Your liver is sluggish you ere dull and heavy sleep does not
' there they could cut Orozco off from
In this condition illness deveiops.
Doctor Pierce's
rest, nor is food
It
retreat into Sonora.
is understood
Golden Medic?! Discovery eradicates the poisons from the body a glyceric
e
that all American women and children
extract made fro. a bloodroot, golden seal and mandrake root, stone and
have f!ed from the fighting zone. Near- qussei's root, without the use cf alcohol. No matter how strong the constitution
at times ; in
l:ie Mosr.aca is apt to be out ot t.iiter
ly 1j0 refugee.-- have arrived in El
the Mood is disordered, for the stomach is the laboPaso since last Sunday.
blood.
ratory for the constcnt manufacture cf
Washington, P. ('.. Aug. 2. Senator
Mas. Eenj. Blake, of Port. Dover. Ont., Box SO. xrrrtesr "I have
Ilailey today introduced, and asked
bvn a ktczi sulTerer for years l'rom throve trouble, catarrh, ir.diVedtion,
f ona'e troubles, btoatirtjr, coustipaticn end nervousness nt times i would
immediate consideration fcr a resolube in bel, then able to be cp aiain. Wiis under many ditferent doctors"
tion to appropriate $100,000 for the
are. and veuid get better for a little whilo, then I would go down with
chronic inflannration all through mo. For nineteen years I
this
American
of
refugees
transportation
poiron in my iiiool. After trying nearly everything I prot worse. I read
from Mexico now in El Paso to such
in The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser of Dr. Piercs Golden:
tiodtcal Discovery and Pr. Safe's Catarrh Remedy. I have taken the
places as the secretary of war select.
'Goeu Medical Litcovery and 'Pleasant Pellet,' and have used five
do

Zlre Yea Bins

THE HOME OF

Quality

--

fur-liis- h

Satisfying
Meals;

Always
On

Tap

Here

A

!

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4.

conse-rjeR-

;

LOCAL MENTION
Has. Elakb.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 2. New
Mexico: Generally fair in south
portion, showers in north portion
tonight or Saturday.

twenty-on-

Change

e

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning lcnrjer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-all-

A

,

y.

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
It wiil increase tha
tipce a year.
H e and
accuracy of your watch.
Z.eave your watch with us

E

Watches
and

j

Clocks.
" Time Pieces That
Reliable."

,

Are

At the prize fighl you sep rounds
but here you see pounds of
round!

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate liver and bowels.

further notice a special Sunday dinner from 12::)0 to 2:30 p. m. Price 75
cents. A regular one dollar and a
half dinner will be given with good
music for only 75 cents a plate.
Don't fail to see One Round O'Brien
at the Elks' tonight.
"What a dandy lot of shirts," that's
what every man says that sees them
at Solmnn'c
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- ing all modern conveniences, includ-- j
ing electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank

By ti;e Grace of God, Goebel's Store

is

ee

loifles of Dr. a.V3 Catarrh Remedy. 1 am nuw able to
my work
and v. alk with pleasure. 1 feel li!;o a new woman. I enjoy everything:
rround me and thnnk God for letting me live lonu enough to tmd 8omi
IL'nz that made nte well again."

years old today.
of pictures tonight at the

Elks' theater.
Whatever your doctor prescribes
tor July stomach troubles can be
supplied it Zooks.
Pathe's Weekly tonight at t he

j building.
Elks'.
Apply to F. M. Jones,
Broncho Billy's Gratitude, a splen- The best shirt makers' best shi'ts
are here lor your choosing, Sir! Sal did western feature drama with G. M.
Anderson at the Elks' tonight.
mon's.
se pure,
Kee volir skin cleanBoard at the Palace, cheaper than!
keeping house. Best of service at,80'1- - dainty, ta'cum, such as Zook
sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask
reasonable rates.
Game licenses can be procured at' for Violet.
the Butts Pharmacy by those desiri.ig, The Palace hotel is now serving for
them, as well as at the game warden's: the benefit of the Business Men and
office.
Copies of the new game laws their families a six o'clock dinner runcan also be secured.
ning from six o'clock to seven-thirtTwo rooms for rent. Inquire at 235 p. m. each evening except Sunday's,
en excellent Menu with good music
East Palace avenue.
Tonight, at the Elks' One Round is furnished for only 50 cents per
plate.
O'Brien, farce comedy.
Broncho Billy's Gratitude,
Patbe
Mr. Business Man. Did you ever
notice that the man that has the best Weekly and One Round O'Brien, at
trade is the man that has the bestthe E,ks' tonight.
The great shirt sale of Xathan Sallighted floor of business.
People's
mon will save every man money who
Electric Supply co.
The temperature yesterday was at' ,akes time enough to look in the win- little more time to S in
the SI point at 1:15 p. m. and 5S at dc,w anti
5:05 a. m. The day was clear and and see the immense stock carried by
pleasant. The forecast is for show- the Big Store. It is useless to say
ers in north portion tonight or Sat- that every size and style of shirt is
carried here in the latest pattern. Do
urday.
Charming, actions go well with not fail to look them up.
charming looks. You will have charming looks if you use book's Benzoin, CLOUDBURST DAMAGES
RAILROAD IN WYOMING.
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
At the Elks' tonight Pathe's weekly.
The Palace Hotel will serve SunEl Paso. Texas, Aug. 2. Pascual
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 2. A cloudOrozco, chief of the Mexican rebels, day and each Sunday thereafter until burst near Horse creek, forty miles
said today that he has not sought
peace terms for himself or for any ol
his men. Orozco was asked about a
report from Mexico City last night
wmcn said tlie reuels were to test the
temper of ttoe government as to possible peace conditions.
Orozco said
the "fighting was just beginning" una
that there "could be no peace as long
as Madero remained president.''
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
The rebel chief asserted that "MexBlack
we
Phone
ico City is sending out stories that
12.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
have asked for peace, as a means oi
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
injuring the rebel cause in the eyes

PORTERHOUSE

north of Cheyenne, wiped out a section of track nearly a mile in length
on the Colorado and Southern line
The south
afternoon.
yesterday
bound train reached that point, where
ii was cut off by a second flood wiiicb
destroyed nearly seven miles more of
road bed near Iron Mountain.
Passengers remained on the train
all night and are being rescued
by
farmers
today. Traffic cannot be
resumed for several days.

Short Steak, Flank,
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
That's About
The Way They Rank

!

The Mere Mention
Of The Above Choice Cats
Should Bring

You Here

McDERMOTT IS CHAMPION.

Post-Haste-

How 'Good They'll

Buffalo, X. Y., Aug. 2. McDermott
Atlantic City, present holder of the
title of open golf champion, ot the
an
United States, has undoubtedly
nexed the title for another year, lie
completed the fourth and final round
of play in 71, making bis total score

,

and SIRLOIN

!

Taste

Phone 92.

294.

i

j

j

Carpenters,
Contractors

)

j

!

We specialize on
TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

stan dard

1

:,r..lJ

lines

Can Be Found Here.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

It seems as though every man in
this town should know about the
goodness of our Nathon Shirts
we sell so many of tnem. We've
st
the most refined and the
SHIRTS that you can
imagine. They're beauties!
hand-some-

THE COAT SHIRT.
Easy to get into and easy to get out of. A great favorite with a
great many men. We have a splendid line of these SHIRTS and we'll
simply say that very few men who have ever tested the Coat Shirt are
willing to take any other style.

Home of Hart, Scliaffner & Marx Clothes.

Neat STRIPES, FIGURED Madras,
Percale, Muslineand linens
More

!

Plaza Market Co.

j

p

JEWELER.

What is the difference between
prlz firjht and our meat shop?

and Worried?

alter-ctiv-

e

Appetizing,
Gratifying!

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1912.

patterns than

YOU

care to see. AH new. $1.25,
$ 1 .50, $ 1 .75 $2.00

$3.50.

DRESS SHIRTS.
SHIRTS that fit perfectly, are always appreciated
Made

FULL DRESS
by Society Men. We've all the correct models of Dress Shirts.
by special maker that knows how to make them correctly. If you have
been having trouble vith you Dress Shirts Sir, we offer your relief.

NATHAN SALMON

